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ABSTRACT
K -12 PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE IN MISSISSIPPI: A History and Policy Analysis
(Under the direction of Dr. John Winkle)
Covers the history of the funds and formulas used to finance Mississippi's K-12

public education system. Follows these schemes through the use of the Literary Fund, the
Per Capita Fund, the Equalizing Fund, the Minimum Foundation Program, and the

Mississippi Adequate Education Program (MAEP), Mississippi's current funding
formula. Describes the MAEP calculation method and an analysis of current finance

flaws. Follows with policy recommendations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

On the History of Public K-12 Education Funding
The reason for the addition of a history of public primary and secondary
education funding in Mississippi for this thesis is twofold. First, the history of education

funding in Mississippi is a tale that has largely gone untold in a single document. What
follows is a synthesis of dates, laws, and statistics into a narrative that begins to tell that

story. Second, if the overarching goal of this thesis is to analyze Mississippi's current
education funding mechanism, then this history offers a necessary perspective with which
one must approach any policy analysis. To understand the underlying decision-making

patterns and opinions of lawmakers today, one must understand the unique cultural and
political contexts in which they work. The history of public education funding cannot
fully describe that context, but it can offer a starting place for understanding Mississippi's
political and social climate. Moreover, any analysis of a policy attempting to remedy a

problem today must understand the circumstances that led to that problem. This analysis
must also be informed by the successes and mistakes previously made in attempts to
remedy the problem. For the purposes of this thesis, the problem is one with which

policymakers in Mississippi have wrestled since 1817 — the creation of an environment

where every child has equal access to the resources needed to prepare them to compete in
tomorrow's labor market.

The methodology for building this history was the collection of sections of
historical sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent narrative. For calculating
the current value of dollars spent in the past, as was done several times throughout the
history, a Consumer Price Index (CPI) database was accessed covering every year from
1800 to 2007 through the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. CPIs provide a measure

of the cost of consumer goods bought by a household in a particular year. To convert a
dollar amount spent in 1850 to its value in 1950 dollars, the following formula is used:

$1850 dollars x 1950 CPI

=

$1950 dollars

1850 CPI

There are several patterns that emerge from a reading of Mississippi's public

education funding history, and these patterns are important to identify so they can be
curtailed with current policy. First, Mississippi has a history of funding rich districts at
greater levels than poor districts. Since Mississippi's education funding mechanism
became reliant on local property taxes, this disparity stemmed from poor localities having
an inability to raise the revenue that could be raised in rich localities. Before schools were

racially integrated, the disparity was exacerbated by funding inequalities between white
and black schools. Areas in which a majority of students were black and poor would
average much lower appropriations per student than areas where a majority of students

i)

were white. Though this portion was remedied with integration, disparities arising from

property taxes still exist. It should be noted that as the share of total education
expenditures accounted for by state funds increases, so does equality. This circumstance
should come as no surprise, as a decreased need for funds at the local level means a
lessened reliance on local property taxes, the chief cause of funding disparities.

Second, Mississippi's legacy of racial bigotry was starkly played out through the
history of education funding. When Reconstruction brought the establishment of black
schools, many heralded this as an important step for the creation of an independent and
prosperous black America. Unfortunately, separate black schools became a tool for white
leaders to manipulate, steal money from, and to continue the subjugation of a race mired
in the economic hopelessness of sharecropping.
Third, the "Magnolia Curtain" precluded Mississippi from realizing its potential
and passing important policy measures. The "Magnolia Curtain" is a popular political
phrase first articulated by Jim Silver to describe Mississippi political leaders' tendency to

compare achievements only to Mississippi's past, not circumstances in other states. For
instance, if Mississippi political leaders said, "Our state spent more on education this year
than at any other time in its history," while Mississippi still ranked 50" among all states

in per pupil expenditures, then the "Magnolia Curtain" has been used to hide an important
policy truth from Mississippians. The "Magnolia Curtain" was as prevalent in

Mississippi's education funding history in disguising truth as it is today and was equally
as harmful. Powerful examples of the "Magnolia Curtain" in action can be seen through

the comments of former leaders. In the early 20" century, State Superintendent of
Education W.F. Bond was quoted in Pearl Vivian Guyton's The History of Mississippi

(Jroquois Publishing, 1935) as saying, "It is said that a stranger passing through any state

can easily tell how much the people love their children by the kind of school buildings

provided. Judging by this standard, the people of Mississippi elicit praise." While school
buildings may have been better in Mississippi at this time in its history than at any other
thanks to Superintendent Bond, he ignores the fact that Mississippi routinely appropriated
less money for her school children than the average Southern state. Moreover, the

disparity in funding between black and white per student appropriations in Mississippi
was far greater than the Southern average. Judging by shis standard, beyond the Magnolia
Curtain, praise given to policymakers of this era would be dubious at best. Problems like

systemic disparities in funding and the Magnolia Curtain still threaten clearheaded
policymaking today.
These three observations dovetail with one overriding political truth articulated by
Daniel Elazar, author of American Federalism. Elazar cites migration flows of various
ethnic and religious groups to determine the political culture of every region in the United
States. Three political culture types are identified: individualistic, moralistic, and
traditionalistic. For the individualists, government is a means to promote a personal end,

whether this end is served by increased or decreased government involvement in one's
life. This culture type dominates in areas where entrepreneurial and interpersonal strength

were required for early success, such as in the Midwest and the West. Moralists believe
government to be the conduit for the expression of a collective public welfare. This
culture type stems from Puritanical beliefs and is prominent in the Northeast.
For all of Mississippi and much of the Deep South, Elazar characterizes this
culture as "traditionalistic." A traditionalistic political culture protects the power of elites
and the status quo first, even if this means usurping the ability of the general public to

dissent or disenfranchisement. Traditionalists in the South come by this belief due to a
history of isolation from the rest of the country. Social patterns were based on a rigid
hierarchy in the old South because the climate and plantation lifestyle required slavery
for economic viability. As such, government is not viewed as a marketplace of ideas, but

rather a place to gain prestige. Broad participation in government is not necessary and
was, at some stages in Southern history, unwanted. Families and personalities are
considered far more important than party in traditionalistic culture. In Elazar's model,
Mississippi is the only state in the nation characterized by pure traditionalistic beliefs,
meaning no other overarching political culture characteristics work to counteract this
mode of thought. The culture of traditionalism as described by Elazar fits neatly into
Mississippi's history of unequal education, bigotry, and prevarication.'
It should also be noted that little attention is given to student performance
throughout this history or to educational outcomes — the abilities of students following

their graduation from an educational system. This information was not emphasized for
two reasons. First, consistent, reliable data is not available to these ends for much of the

state of Mississippi's public education history. Second, the discussion of the connection
between funding levels and student performance or outcomes would be the topic of a
different thesis. The reader is left to draw his or her own conclusions as to the effect
Mississippi's funding levels had on student performance or outcomes, historically.

Chapter 2
A History of Primary and Secondary Education Funding in Mississippi

1817-1861
Beginnings

From the beginnings of the Mississippi territory to its formal inception as a state,
schools were rare." The state's first constitution written in 1817 scarcely mentioned
publicly financed education," as did its second constitution of 1832. Stating only that
"schools, and the means of education, shall forever be encouraged in this State," no
mention was made of establishing or funding a public school system."
In 1820, three years following Mississippi's christening as a state, Governor

George Poindexter conducted a survey of the state's schools. The findings were that
schools were sparse, with many counties found completely lacking, mostly due to lack of

patronage. As a resident of Greene County wrote at the time: "The scattered population
together with a luke-warm indifference of a considerable portion of the people of this
section of the state are reasons [for the absence of a school system]."’ Data support this
resident's intuition. Some 75,448 citizens lived in Mississippi in 1817 on an area that
comprised about one-third of the entire state, meaning there were few population centers
around which a school could built.’ In addition, sectional and political cleavages that

arose from cultural differences precluded a united citizenry from funding schools. Poor,

hardscrabble immigrants from southeast Mississippi often resented richer citizens of

Natchez and west Mississippi.” The barriers of a dispersed citizenry, a culturally divided
population, and indifference were exacerbated by the absence of monies for supporting a
system of "common," or public, schools according to historian Richard McLemore.”
Men of wealth, mostly planters, were unwilling to financially back common schools,
representing an inauspicious origin of public schools for the state. Most families of means
sent their children outside of the territory for their education.”
Without public tax support, a network of private institutions and personal tutors
educated the portion of Mississippi's populace that kept their children in the state.”
Mississippi's most successful early efforts at establishing schools were made in the
counties surrounding Natchez where wealth and people were concentrated.’ These
schools and educators were largely funded by private donations and student tuition."

Academies were owned by individuals, companies, or religious groups“ and were
established on land as it was ceded by Native Americans.*'’ Thirteen academies were
chartered in the 1820s,*” causing Governor Gerard C. Brandon to remark in 1830 that
"Schools and academies are rising up in every county and are flourishing in condition.

WXV1

16" Section Lands and the Chickasaw School Fund
An early limitation to the effectiveness of public school finance was the
mishandling of sixteenth section lands, according to McLemore. In 1785, the United

States Congress passed the Land Ordinance for the Northwest Territory, dividing every
square mile of frontier territory into thirty-six sections.” The sixteenth section of each
township was designated to be held for states "in trust for support of public education."

Sixteenth section lands were given to the state of Mississippi by the federal government
in 1803 and 1805.‘ 661,000 acres were originally ceded. Rents, leases, and monies
from the sale of these lands are still used today to finance public education in

Mississippi.“* Authority to manage these lands was passed from one governing body to
another over the course of the first three decades of Mississippi's stewardship of the land,
creating an administrative nightmare. Beginning in 1815 and again formally after
Mississippi achieved statehood, county courts were given responsibility for sixteenth
section lands. Jurisdiction over the lands was changed two more times from 1818 to
1824. Leases that these administrators arranged for sixteenth section lands ranged from
twelve to ninety-nine years, though the Legislature allowed all lands to be leased for
ninety-nine years beginning in 1833, with profits to be invested in the Planters Bank.
These holdings were permitted to be loaned to private citizens at an interest rate of 10
percent starting in 1836. Due to bank failures and depreciation of currency in the late
1830s, distribution of these sixteenth section funds was delayed until 1842. Despite
finally succeeding to deliver sixteenth section funds to schools, Governor Albert Brown
still remarked in 1845 that management of the lands ranged from a "considerable degree
of success to inefficiency, criminal negligence, and downright dishonesty."
The Chickasaw School Fund represents a unique fold in the history of Mississippi
public education funding. Following two treaties in 1820 and 1830 with Native American
tribes in Northeast Mississippi, the U.S. Congress was given lands to cede to the state or
private individuals. Due to oversight, however, Congress permitted these lands to be sold
without reserving the sixteenth section of each township, as was required by the 1785
Land Ordinance. To make amends, Congress reserved some of the remaining unsold

lands "equal to and in lieu of unreserved sixteenth section lands." In 1844, the Legislature
authorized ninety-nine year leases for these lands and in 1852 began selling some of the
acreage. The money from the sell of Chickasaw lands was invested in railroads and was
subsequently lost during the Civil War. Today, however, the Legislature still provides
annual appropriations "in interest" on the lost principal from these sales.”

Origins and Growth of Public Schools
Regardless of the losses and complications arising from public lands and funds,
the state's first free school, the Franklin Academy for Boys of Columbus, was established
in 1821." During Governor Poindexter's term (1820-1822), the state established the
Literary Fund, designed to finance the education of the poor and orphaned. A State Board
of Directors managed the fund and school commissioners in each county administered
funds on the local level. The Literary Fund served as the steward of sixteenth section
lands for a time (1821-1824) but was financed primarily by state fines. Upon its
establishment, Governor Poindexter allocated "all escheats, confiscations, fines,

forfeitures, and other sources" to the fund. In 1822 the state attempted to appropriate a
portion of the "general levy," a direct tax, for the Literary Fund, though this measure was
repealed in 1823. In 1826, the state authorized $12,000 to be removed from the Literary

Fund and invested in the Bank of Mississippi. By 1828, all of the Literary Fund was
invested in bank stock. In 1830, these investments were moved to the Planters Bank. The

original goal of $50,000 set for the Literary Fund was reached in 1833, but the entire fund

was lost when Planters Bank failed in 1840."

The establishment of more schools from 1830 to the onset of the Civil War
fluctuated with economic fortunes. In 1839, to ensure schools would not suffer from a

depressed economy, the Legislature provided private schools with funds from "fines,
forfeitures, escheats, and similar sources.""“"’ By 1840, 382 public schools serving 8,000
students existed in Mississippi, though most did not grade students and operated three

months out of the year.“Y Monies from sixteenth section lands were distributed to schools
in 1842.%“' The state legislature removed funding from fines for private schools and
again appropriated that money fully to public schools in 1846. Increased state financial
aid and other creative means of funding schools, like lotteries, were often used."

The 1846 School Law
The 1840s proved to be prolific years for public education in Mississippi.
Alarmed by the self-motivated business interests of politicians leading to the loss of
funds in bank failures, Governor Brown spoke frequently in his gubernatorial campaign
of 1844 on the mismanagement of revenue and the need for public schools. The
Legislature passed the first comprehensive Mississippi school law in 1846. The law gave
educational administrative duty to local school commissioners in each county. Up to this

time, individual townships had administered public schools. With the 1846 law, each
county's leadership, with the consent of the majority of the counties' citizens, was
responsible for levying taxes, governing sixteenth section lands, organizing schools, and

licensing teachers.**”"
All told, the authors of the general school law of 1846 and subsequent surveys of

schools found that public schools were growing more popular and localities were
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increasingly willing to finance them. In 1848, Hinds County raised $9,170 from local
taxes and sixteenth section funds. Two townships in Wilkinson County were completely
financing public schools without tuition. In total, thirty-six counties were reporting their

progress to the state,“
Nevertheless, the general school law of 1846 did not result in the spread of public
schools as quickly as was anticipated by the Legislature. Between 1846 and 1860 the
Legislature tried to remedy the problems of the 1846 school law with piecemeal

solutions.“ Some 125 school laws were passed in this span.“ A series of 1850 laws
served to be particularly important, as they allocated $200,000 to the state school system
with an additional promise to allocate $50,000 per year afterward. Two stipulations were

made in this act that had to be fulfilled before funds could be dispersed, however. First,
every county was required to levy a tax "equal to one-fourth of its pro-rata share of the
state appropriation." Second, a statewide survey of schools must be conducted. The 1850

school law was repealed in 1857."
The data from the required survey of 1850 showed 18,746 Mississippi students

were being educated in 782 schools,“ though 6,628 of those students were attending
171 private schools.**” Only eight counties did not have a school. Total education
allocations in the state were approximately $254,159 in 1850. In ten years time, the
number of students educated in Mississippi ballooned to 30,970 in 1,116 schools, with
total expenditures reaching $385,677.

XXXV

Despite the mismanagement of sixteenth section funds, the loss of the Literary
Fund in the bank crisis of 1839, and the array of sometimes contradictory statutory
solutions passed in the two decades prior to the Civil War, Mississippi's populace and

1]

Table 1. Expansion of Public Schools in the 1840s °°"!
Public Schools

Students Taught

1840

382

8,000

1850

611

12,118

leadership were clearly committed to a robust public education system for its white

offspring. Beginning with Governor Brown in 1844, the legitimate efforts to create such a
system by governors and the Legislature proved fruitful. Wasteful habits of the past no
longer played as prominent a role in precluding public school development. By 1860, one

year before the start of the Civil War, Mississippi was spending more on education than
California, Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Minnesota, New Hampshire, or Rhode

Island."
As was hinted previously, there is room for significant criticism at the lack of an
effort to educate Mississippi's black population prior to Reconstruction. Slave laws stated
that "all meetings of slaves or free Negroes or mulattoes, mixing and associating with
such slaves, above the number of five... at any school or schools for teaching them

reading or writing, either in the day or night, under whatsoever pretext" were
unlawful." This iron-fisted measure to subjugate a race could not prevent the
occasional daring slave-owner from teaching the slaves on his or her property, but

structural means to educate the black population of Mississippi were conspicuously
absent. Religious groups established informal schools to educate Native Americans and
were provided minimal financial support from the state as long as their curricula included
practical skills. As Native Americans' understanding of American law increased,

however, outrage arose among educated Native Americans over the steady usurpation of
their land. In response to the conflict created by this circumstance, the state of Mississippi

cut off funding to the religious groups educating Native Americans in 1830."

1861-1875
Reconstruction Constitution
When Mississippi emerged from the turbulent Civil War years, it emerged a state
is disarray. In the first years of Reconstruction, northern missionary groups established
schools for "Negro education," with funding coming from northern charities, student
tuition, and the Freedmen's Bureau,” an administrative body established by the War
Department to oversee recovery for former slaves.™" Quickly coming to the realization
that it was in their best interest to oversee the education of former slaves themselves, the

white leadership of Mississippi incorporated a more substantive constitutional foundation
for public education with the Reconstruction constitution of 1868 than existed in previous
constitutions.“"" Remarking in Article VIII, Section 1 that:

"...it shall be the duty of the Legislature to encourage, by all suitable means, the
promotion of intellectual, scientific, moral, and agricultural improvement, by establishing

a uniform system of free public schools, by taxation or otherwise, for all children
between the ages of five and twenty-one years, and shall, as soon as practicable, establish

schools of higher grade."

This language put into place Mississippi's first constitutionally mandated uniform
public education system. The establishment of an elected Superintendent of Education, a
Board of Education, and appointed superintendents in each county and townships having
over 5,000 citizens were made in subsequent sections. To finance the newly mandated
school system, the "common school fund" was established by Section 6. Section 6

allocated "the proceeds of the lands now belonging to the State," with some minor
exceptions, "and all of the lands now or hereafter vested in the State, by escheat or
purchase, or forfeiture for taxes..." to the fund. In addition, all fines collected for breach

of the penal laws, all license taxes to serve alcohol or keep "dram shops," money paid to
exempt the sons of the wealthy from military duty, and "funds [in interest] arising from
the consolidating of the Congressional township funds" invested in U.S. bonds belonged

to the fund. Donated funds for education would be used for that express purpose. Section
7 further stipulated that the Legislature "may levy a poll tax, not to exceed two dollars a
head, in aid of the school fund, and for no other purpose." Lastly, Section 10 gave the
Legislature the authority to "from time to time, as may be necessary" collect additional
taxes "as may be required to support the system of free schools herein adopted." Perhaps
most importantly, Section 10 mandates that "all school funds shall be divided pro rata

among the children of school ages," setting an important appropriation precedent that
would prove difficult to break.*""
Following the new constitution's ratification, the Legislature passed several
enabling acts in 1870 establishing the new education system and its funding mechanism

in detail. In addition to the establishment of the "common fund," the Legislature also
mandated that supervisors levy taxes no greater than 15 mills, or parts per every $1000 in
taxable property, on their counties for the operation of public schools. In addition, a 4
mill state property tax was enacted in 1873, which was given to each county based on

number of students.*"”

Again proving to be either blind or negligent in addressing the needs of racial

equality, Mississippi's leadership failed to establish integrated public schools when

authoring the Constitution of 1868, though the matter was hotly debated at the
constitutional convention. Ultimately, the framers of the 1868 Constitution ceded the
power to determine whether or not schools would be integrated to Jocal school districts,

and in doing so, gave local superintendents the authority to divide appropriations between
black and white schools should the district choose segregation.“'Y Though these
superintendents were obligated to divide these funds equally, white schools were
typically better constructed than black schools, black schools were often burned, and

teachers in black schools were often driven out of communities.” Because of this
disparity in funding and protection, black schools, which were often little more than
wooden sheds, provided little sanctuary in which one could learn, especially during
inclement weather.*™"

1875-1900
Disenfranchisement, a Political Power Shift, and Repercussions

1875 brought the end of Reconstruction in Mississippi and a significant political
shift that would affect the nature of public education funding, among many other policy
issues. Following the Civil War and the 15" amendment, black participation in the

electoral process skyrocketed. Even before the formal ratification of the 15" amendment,
Mississippi registered 86,973 black voters by 1868, or about 96.7 % of the black voting
age population of the state.“ However, beginning in 1875, a pattern of intimidation and
dubious legal foundations for discrimination were forced on the body politic by white
leaders. The "First Mississippi Plan" was developed by a group of white leaders called

the "redeemers" to mitigate the effect of the black vote on electoral politics. The First
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Mississippi Plan involved assigning voter registration to local white registrars, a
gerrymandered Sixth Congressional District that encompassed much of the black vote in

the state, and brute violence at black polling places. The effects of the Mississippi Plan
were undeniable. Only 44% of Mississippi's eligible black voters registered to vote in

1880 elections.
In 1890, Mississippi strengthened the white vote again with its new constitution
that represented the Second Mississippi Plan, which was based on the implementation of
the poll tax. By 1892, the number of eligible black voters registered in the state had fallen
to roughly 6%.

As a result of the political windfall that began in 1875, conservative white
Democrats began reducing the taxes underpinning public education under the assumption
the tax burden for black schools was falling on white citizens. Some efforts were made by
a small collective of leaders to retain a strong education system, like State Superintendent

of Education J.R. Preston's readjustment of teacher salaries to be determined by school
size in 1886.' Prior to this change, teacher salaries could range from $90 to $35 per month

in 1873, or $18,531 to $7,206.50' per year in today's terms." For the most part, however,
Mississippi's public education system declined consistently for many decades following

1875."

Separate and Unequal Schools
The era of Mississippi education funding history following 1875 is one in which
the hypocrisy of public opinion comes to light. Fearing that "carpetbagging" leaders and
' Consumer Price Index (CPI) data found through the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis on December

16, 2007. http://minneapolisfed.org/research/data/us/calc/hist1800.cfm Today's value calculated by
multiplying 1873 dollar value times 2007 CPI divided by 1873 CPI.

opportunists were intent on establishing integrated schools, Mississippi's white
leadership, firmly in power following 1875, attacked public schools with rhetoric, tax
policy, and misallocation of funds." Eventually the new Mississippi Constitution of 1890
would provide for "separate schools... for children of the white and colored races"
statewide." This formal legal foundation of segregation, which had been avoided in
1868, was established to give lawmakers another means of separating and ultimately
unequally allocating funding for blacks and whites.
Nevertheless, leaders who would jeopardize the public education system for fear
of black education ignored that in 1878, roughly 41% of educable white children were
attending public school, while just 38% of educable blacks were attending public school,
meaning a significant number of white citizens were using the public education system.”
Another irony arises when one realizes that, despite the recalcitrance among white

Mississippians to pay taxes for black schools, several studies have found Mississippi's
black citizens were often paying more than their fair share of the tax burden. Lawmakers
accomplished this over-taxation through indirect taxation and by ensuring funds
earmarked for black schools were given to white schools at the local level." In a

groundbreaking study released in 1901, W.E.B. DuBois estimated that blacks in
Mississippi paid 113% of the cost of their own schools. Indirect taxes were the cause of
much of the disparity in tax load. Since local property taxes were the primary funding
source for schools by the turn of the century and blacks in Mississippi were mostly

landless, many white Mississippians argued that blacks were forced to make few
investments in their own schools.’ In 1880, over % of school revenue came from
property taxes in Mississippi, while black Southerners as a whole typically owned 3.6%
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Table 2. Public School Attendance by Race in 1878"
Educable Children

Average Daily Attendance

Black

190,211

71,658

White

155,679

64,318
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as much property as white Southerners.'™ Tax costs passed on to sharecroppers from the
landowners, however, and the revenue saved from prison labor, mostly supplied by
blacks, proved to work counter to this argument. In addition, blacks continued to pay
their fair share of excise taxes and fines.’

Recent analyses both corroborate and reject DuBois's argument that tax dollars
were being transferred out of black communities and into white communities for the
benefit of white public schools. Historian Neil McMillen highlights two corroboratory
studies in his book Dark Journey, citing Kent Smith's study that asserts from 1880 to
1910, "black taxpayers were subsidizing white school systems in every Southern state."
Smith also notes that the amount of revenue transferred from black to white schools
reached $1 million dollars by 1910 in Mississippi. All told, this meant Mississippi spent
less on black education than any other state at the time.™’ Perhaps the most convincing

evidence in favor of DuBois's argument in Mississippi, though, is represented in a
movement among black Mississippians to separate funds based on race that was stifled
by white leadership that would be seen some twenty years later.”

Some argued that the "common fund," the single holding of all state appropriated
money to be dispersed for education, was another device used to create an unequal
funding playing field. Though the "common fund" was intended to collect tax revenue for
education and disperse it based on per capita need, regardless of race, there were obvious
disparities in the delivery of these funds at the local level. In an interview with a northern
correspondent, Isaiah Montgomery suggested, "If school taxes were divided on the basis
of collections from the races seperately [sic], and the colored people were allowed their
share of proratta [sic] corporation taxes, they would receive a considerably larger fund
? See Continued Inequality
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than under the present regime." Montgomery continued by arguing that the fact that tax

revenue for education was placed in a "common" fund instead of a racially segregated
fund was further proof of the unequal tax burden on black Mississippians.”™"
The suggestion that funds were being misallocated at the local level and
Montgomery's arguments seem accurate when one examines the status of funding post-

1875. Though all state funds were statutorily required to be sent to the "common fund"
for dispersal on a per capita basis, McMillen points out that by 1900, "blacks comprised

60% of the state's school-age children but received only 19% of the state's school
funds."

In 1890, State Superintendent Preston found that the number of teachers in

white schools more than doubled the number of teachers in black schools (6,112 and

2,752, respectively), though 90,716 whites were attending public schools and 101,710
blacks were attending public schools. White teachers were paid on average $33 per
month in county schools and $52 per month in city schools, while black teachers were
paid $23.50 and $32 in county and city schools, respectively.

Ixiv

Some of this disparity in funding can be attributed to differences in revenue from
property taxes. Following 1870, a significant portion of revenue paying for public
education in Mississippi was coming from local property taxes, levied by supervisors.

Since Mississippi's poorest citizens often lived in areas that could generate much less
revenue from the maximum 15 mill tax, they often received much less total funding than
those living in rich areas. This problem is not unique to Mississippi and would continue
to plague the state for decades. While some other states adopted solutions like awarding

state funds with a preference to areas with low property values, Mississippi's Constitution
of 1868 established the state "common fund" to be dispersed solely on a per capita basis

for education. Despite all this, one cannot doubt the role that both property value
differences and misallocation of funds at the local level played in creating inequality. As

State Superintendent A.A. Kincannon stated in 1899, "It will be readily admitted by
every white man in Mississippi that our public school system in Mississippi is designated
primarily for the welfare of the white children of the state and incidentally for the negro

children."*” To maintain the subjugation of a working black class, Mississippi's white
leadership was determined that the "separate but equal" funding practice must be
maintained only in a de jure sense.
Poll taxes were another example of a particularly cruel and ineffective way of
funding public schools, as black citizens were either denied the right to vote or paid the
tax, only to see the revenue from the poll taxes delivered to white schools. To make up

for the misallocated poll taxes, black communities often had to collect donations,
resulting in another financial demand for an increasingly poor and disenfranchised
population.”™
By 1890, many white Mississippians had come to view public education as a

cheaper alternative to private schools that needed to be maintained. Enrollment in public
schools skyrocketed 16% between just 1889 and 1890. Just 7% of educable children were

attending private schools." Nevertheless, Mississippi's state government contributed
just $224,796.30 to public education that year (roughly $5,142,839.80 in today's terms),”
with $151,450 coming solely from liquor licenses." To provide some perspective on
this amount, Superintendent Preston also noted that total statewide expenditures in
Mississippi public schools increased by $276,464 between 1889 and 1890, meaning the
state was spending in total less than schools needed in an increase over previous
> See footnote | for CPI citation and methodology.
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amounts.'“” The result was an increasing onus on localities to find enough funding for
their schools and, as such, an increasing disparity between the quality of schools that rich
and poor school districts could provide. Though the lack of political will to finance public
education for race-related reasons still undoubtedly existed, one must also note that the

dire economic circumstances surrounding Mississippi at this time were a reason for
slumping state government appropriations. For instance, in 1890 only forty-six banks
operated in Mississippi, and the sum of their holdings was less than ten million dollars, or

a little less than fifty cents per person in the state.!*

1900-1950
Progressive Reform
In its first eight decades of existence, the state of Mississippi's education funding
policy could be described as incompetent (during the loss of the Literary and Chickasaw
School Funds), robust but unequal (during the expansion of spending for white schools),
nonexistent (during the Civil War), or bigoted (following 1875). For many states, the
beginning of the 20" century brought the Progressive Movement, which increased

government spending and activism to benefit the poorest Americans, and new inventions,
improving quality of life for many. For Mississippi, with a consolidated power base
under conservative whites and little disposable income among its populace, the fin de

siécle simply brought more of the same. Little change would occur until the 1950s
brought increased prosperity, the threat of federally enforced integration, and eventually
the Civil Rights Movement, forcing a reexamination of political and social attitudes.
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State lawmakers attempted to focus tax dollars on education in the early years of

the new century, increasing public education funding every year from 1912 to 1917.°™'
Still, as revenue shortages became more prevalent, lawmakers saw the need to make

schools more efficient in spending. As such, the state embarked on several efforts to
improve public education policy between 1900 and 1930. School districts had existed
formally in Mississippi since the Constitution of 1868, but by 1903 it became clear that
many of them needed to be consolidated to save taxpayer money. In Vicksburg in this
same year, the "Committee of Ten," a group of educational experts from the State
Teachers' Association, released a series of arguments in favor of consolidation, many of
them related to funding. They surmised that, in a consolidated school, "fewer teachers are
required, so better teachers may be secured and better salaries paid, children are in better
schools...," and "cost per pupil is reduced and efficiency is increased.""*"" These
arguments were heard, and in 1910 and again in 1928, the Legislature consolidated some
smaller schools and school districts." Initially, the Legislature mandated that money
saved from reducing the number of needed teachers would be appropriated to address
skyrocketing public school transportation costs. The law was eventually amended to
provide local supervisors in consolidated districts with the opportunity to raise local taxes
with support of the electorate to cover transportation costs, school erection costs, and

teacher salaries and home erection costs."
In addition, lawmakers put greater focus on rural areas by creating several new
school districts in 1906 in underserved rural areas.

Y To this same end, the Legislature

passed legislation funding the creation of the Mississippi Normal College in Hattiesburg,

an institution designed to train teachers to work in rural schools.“

Voters and the Legislature also made funds from the Common School Fund more
accurately appropriated and more abundant at this time. Since 1886, state appropriations

for education were dumped into the Common School Fund to be dispersed to districts
based on the number of students attending those districts. The average daily attendance in
each district was calculated every four years following a series of laws passed in 1892.
Because the number of students attending public schools rapidly changed in the last two
decades of the 19" century, though, the Legislature saw the need to calculate attendance
more frequently. In 1900, the Legislature changed the calculation of attendance to a
biennial calculation, although the law did not take effect until 1923."

Policymakers focused on tailoring schools to Mississippi's unique economic
needs. In 1908, Mississippi's Legislature passed the Agricultural High School Law,
providing the statutory and fiscal means to establish fifty such schools over the next
eleven years. These schools provided students with ways to learn modernized farming

techniques and combat the Mexican boll weevil, an impending threat to cotton crops."
When the Smith-Hughes Act passed though the United States Congress in 1917,
Mississippi agreed to participate in its prescribed program, and the act partially funded

teaching salaries for agricultural high schools."** As consolidation became more
common, agricultural high schools were phased out of the state's education plan.”
Today three agricultural high schools still operate in Mississippi.
These broad changes significantly affected learning in Mississippi. By 1935, over
80% of white children were no longer taught in one-room one-teacher schools, either
through a consolidated school or through an agricultural high school. At the same time,
State Superintendent of Education W.F. Bond proudly reported that Mississippi
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"transports more school children at public expense than any other state in proportion to
population," meaning there was significant need among a poverty stricken state for public
education. He also noted that these reforms meant that the number of students attending

public schools in the state "increased more than 500%" between 1920 and 1935.

The Equalizing Fund and Problems
To make state investments in education larger and supposedly more equitable, in
1919 Mississippi's electorate passed an amendment to the Constitution of 1890
establishing the "equalizing fund." The Equalizing Fund was established as a supplement
to the Common School Fund primarily for two reasons. First, Mississippi still spent less
per capita on education than any other state in the Union, averaging $2.13 per citizen
against a $7.26 national average. Secondly, activists were quick to point out a funding
flaw that still haunts policymakers today: the availability of local taxable wealth has a

significant impact on quality of education if the state appropriates monies solely on a per
capita basis. As other states began awarding state funds according to which localities

needed the greatest supplements to their local tax revenue, activists in Mississippi began
calling for similar measures. Up to this time, the Common School Fund was simply
awarded on a per capita basis, regardless of a locality's property tax rates."
From these concerns was born the Equalizing Fund, a fund similar in size to the
Common School Fund designed to supplement the neediest schools and school districts.
According to a study done by the Brookings Institution in the 1930s, however, the
Equalizing Fund fell far short of carrying out its constitutional mandate of "equalizing
school terms throughout the state." At its inception, the laws enabling the Equalizing

Fund did not specifically spell out how the fund should be dispersed. This task was left to
the State Board of Education, who in turn noted that few concrete methods had been

developed by policymakers at the national level to deliver a fund to equalize
expenditures. At the time, the State Board of Education consisted of three state-wide
elected officials, the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, and the Superintendent of

Education. **"
Without a model to follow, dispersal of the Equalizing Fund could be described as
subjective, and problems were myriad. The Brookings Institution points out in its study
of the fund that 10% of the fund was regularly allocated based on requests from districts
to the State Board without any systematic means of determining need or merit. Moreover,
the Equalizing Fund was also raided to finance programs like the State Textbook
Commission, and in 1930 $100,000 was used to finance home economics programs.

When funds were delivered on basis of need, need was not determined uniformly, but
instead was determined with respect to local hiring practices. Unfortunately, this

principle meant localities could simply attempt to hire more workers in order to create the
illusion of greater need. The fund was also dispersed without respect to the tax burden
localities were placing on their citizens, meaning a school district could charge a
relatively low tax rate to create the illusion of need. No clear means of determining a
locality's ability to raise revenue was put into place.’
Another problem the Brookings Institution noted with the Equalizing Fund was its
over simplicity. Since the fund was financed every year through a lump sum allocation
from the Legislature, this meant education services delivered could vary greatly
depending on population or property value fluctuations. The problem of fluctuating

services, or a standard "minimum program," would have to wait until the 1950s to be
addressed.”

Continued Inequality
Successes aside, this period was one of policy contradictions. State lawmakers
and leaders were intensely focused on moving Mississippi's public education system for
whites beyond one to three room school houses and into an era of modern education,
despite revenue shortages. Between 1918 and 1928, Mississippi leaders increased total
education expenditures by 377% as compared to the national average of 150%,""!
Simultaneously, however, they ignored the plight of Mississippi blacks and their
underfunded schools. Before becoming governor, James K. Vardaman synthesized many
policymakers' mindset on spending money on black schools into this statement in The
Commonwealth, a Greenwood newspaper: "The Negro isn't permitted to advance and
their education only spoils a good field hand and makes a shyster lawyer or a fourth-rate

teacher. It is money thrown away."
An analysis of the state's agricultural high school movement serves as an example
of Vardaman's ideology in action. After the passage of the Agricultural High School Act
for the establishment of white agricultural high schools in 1908, lawmakers were
prohibited from its implementation until they satisfied the "separate but equal"

requirement set forth by the Plessy v. Ferguson ruling of 1896. To meet this requirement,
in 1910 the Legislature amended the act to allow districts to create black agricultural high

schools when creating white agricultural high schools. Undoubtedly the passage of this
language was only intended to be rhetorical in purpose, not practical. By 1926, forty-
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eight white agricultural high schools were in place in Mississippi, compared to just one

black agricultural high school. The exciting new agricultural school reform was intended
only for Mississippi's white progeny."
An analysis of appropriations based on race also corroborates the notion that

Vardaman's ideals prevailed during this period. In the 1913-1914 school year, the state of
Mississippi spent, on average, $8.20 per white student and $1.53 per black student,
meaning black students were receiving 19% of the funds whites received. The remarkable
and unfortunate aspect of spending by race in this period is that, despite huge investments
from out of state parties, the ratio of white to black spending saw little change during the
Progressive Movement. Twenty-five years after the 1913 numbers were calculated, white
students were receiving $31.33 per student in appropriations while black students were

receiving $5.94, still just 19% of the funds whites received. At the turn of the century,
historian Neil McMillen points out that black students constituted a large percentage of
Mississippi's educable children but received a small percentage of the state's funds.*
Amazingly, by the eve of World War II, this ratio had worsened: blacks constituted 57%
of Mississippi's educable children in 1941, yet received 13% of its education

appropriations. The disparities were even greater in counties where a majority of the
students were black and in rural areas.”

Compared to thirteen other Southern or border states, Mississippi's funding
disparity between black and white schools was far greater than average. On average,
black students were allocated 28.4% of the amount white students were given in these
states in 1930. Moreover, total educational expenditures for the state were below average.
Thirteen other Southern or border states allocated, on average, $44.31 per white student
4

.

See endnote lix.
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while Mississippi allocated $31.33 per white student in 1930. The same states spent
$12.57 per black student while Mississippi spent $5.94 in 1930.*°
Again, this disparity of funding was due in large part to the increasing share of

overall public education funding coming from local taxes. Poor localities would suffer
and rich localities would prosper, comparatively, under these conditions. Still, the
decades-old argument that revenue accrued from taxes paid by blacks was actually being
transferred to white schools was given support in the 1920s. During this time, black

communities petitioned state government to begin separating education funds according
to race. White leaders, still in power thanks to unjust districting and onerous voting
requirements, refused, leading many to believe funds were routinely misallocated to
white schools.

XCL

Philanthropic Aid to Ailing Black Schools
To help maintain a neglected black public education system, several government
and charitable organizations contributed to Mississippi's public education period during

the Progressive Movement. Julius Rosenwald, a wealthy Chicago merchant,“
established the Rosenwald Fund during this era to provide funds for black school
construction as long as Southern states like Mississippi provided matching funds.*"" The
John F. Slater Fund and the General Education Board of New York City coupled together

to provide funding for the construction of black industrial, agricultural, and domestic
science schools. By 1926, twenty-nine of these schools were operational, an amazing feat
considering just four black public high schools were open at this time. The General
Education Fund also funded scholarships for aspiring black teachers to attend summer
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training institutes. All told, the majority of black schools were constructed through funds
like Rosenwald's.*"
The Jeanes Fund, another philanthropic organization, paid the salaries of "Jeanes
teachers," or officials trained to supervise black vocational and elementary school
teachers. At the height of its involvement in Mississippi public education, the Jeanes
Fund was paying the salaries of Jeanes teachers in sixty-two counties in the state,“

oftentimes paying the salary of the only black educational administrative official in a
county.“ Jeanes representatives and representatives paid by the General School Fund of
New York also often served at the state level as administrators for black schools in the
South. Mississippi had one such representative in the state as of 1936. In addition to their
roles as advocates for black schools and school administrators, Jeanes workers raised

money for black schools from private sources. In 1936, Jeanes officials in Mississippi
raised $63,999.18 for the schools they supervised."

All told, philanthropic aid proved vital to the black schools in Mississippi.
Separate schools, unequal funding schemes, and a lack of concern for implementing
egalitarian policy existed in Mississippi for decades prior to the Progressive Movement.
While charities struggled to end the effects of these systemic problems, little progress
was made to reverse one of the root causes of inequality: the "separate but equal"
doctrine. In 1927, the ability of state governments to separate students by race was even

further solidified by the nationally renowned case Gong Lum v. Rice, a case based in
Mississippi. Filed on behalf
of nine-year-old Chinese-American Martha Lum, Lum v.
Rice challenged Rosendale Consolidated High School's policy of refusing students based
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on race. Eventually the Supreme Court ruled Lum had no right to attend Rosendale, and
racially segregated schools were given stronger legal footing nation-wide.

XCVII

Depression and the Kyle-Cook Budget Law
When cotton prices plummeted in the 1920s, Mississippi was thrown into the
Great Depression with every other state in the Union. Just like many families across the
state, the Legislature and local officials struggled to find the money to fund its needs,

especially public education. Many school districts, like the Jackson Separate Public
School District, had to cut teacher pay by as much as 10%. Other schools and school
districts cut the school year by one month or asked teachers to teach one month for

free.“ Investments in school plant facilities suffered as well in the early 1930s. In the
1934-1935 school year, Mississippi's investment in school plant facilities was roughly

$69 per child, compared to a $250.00 per child national average.‘
With a national economic crisis on hand, policymakers came to the realization
that the means Mississippi was using to accrue tax revenue were inadequate. A change in
the state tax scheme would come in 1932, but one final push was made in the mid-1920s

under the older tax scheme to maintain the progress Mississippi schools had made. In
1926, Mississippi increased the overall percentage of its tax revenue dedicated to
education from 22.09% to 33.77%. In 1926 only six states spent less of its total receipts

on education, but by 1928 Mississippi had outstripped thirty states in percentage of total
revenue dedicated to education. By 1930, this percentage had dropped to 30.45%,
meaning the Common School Fund accounted for $2.429 million and the Equalizing
Fund dispersed $2.478 million.“

These funding increases, however, would prove insufficient. In response to

increasingly dire fiscal circumstances, Governor Martin "Mike" Conner pressed for and
eventually signed a statewide sales tax law in 1932 to provide a more substantive, albeit
regressive, means of raising revenue. In 1936, the Legislature passed the most important
Depression-era relief bill for Mississippi's education funding mechanism: the Kyle-Cook

Budget Law." The Kyle-Cook Law increased the amount local districts and counties
could tax for public education, made more specific descriptions of how education funds
were to be distributed than previously existed, and banned budget deficits. The
implementation of a sales tax and the Kyle-Cook Law proved to be turning points for
Depression-saddled public school appropriations. Between 1936 and the end of World
War II, public education appropriations increased by six million dollars, reaching $9.787

million by 1945.6"
The Kyle-Cook Budget law and the Mississippi's state sales tax were overdue.
Despite increased attention to public education in general, many one-room one-teacher
schools still operated in the state, and they were particularly common in black
communities. In 1936, the year of Kyle-Cook's passage, 286 one-teacher white schools

were in operation, or about 10.5% of the total number of white schools in the state. By
comparison, 2,436 black one-teacher schools were in operation at the time, or about
89.5% of the total number of black schools. This occurred despite the fact that
Mississippi's population was nearly evenly divided by black and white, each constituting
49.6% and 50.2% of the population respectively.
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The expansion of spending under the Kyle-Cook Budget law, the end of the Great
Depression, and the economic upturn inspired by victories during World War II provided

significant opportunities for Mississippi's education policymakers. Between 1935 and
1945, bureaucracies were put in place to ensure textbooks were chosen more efficiently,

public school transportation was analyzed and revamped, Jackson College was chartered
to train teachers for black schools, a teacher retirement system was established,

curriculum was improved, and the school term for white children was standardized.
Improvements did not end with the war. In 1946, Mississippi's Department of Education
underwent a much needed overhaul and restructuring. In this same year, Mississippi

signed on to participate in the National School Lunch Program, a federally funded free
lunch program for needy children.*”
When an integrated military returned from Europe and the Pacific in 1945, it
sparked a nationwide awakening in terms of racial equality. This awakening is reflected
in State Superintendent of Education Jackson Tubb's call for "a greater degree of
comparable educational opportunities for all the children of all the people" in Mississippi,
both black and white alike, in 1949. Tubb continued: "One of the fundamental principles
of American philosophy of education is that every child, regardless of race, color, creed,

social position, physical condition, or native intelligence should have the opportunity for
full development of his powers through education." Unfortunately, Tubb's noble words
and subsequent requests of the Legislature would need the force of impending legal

action against the state before action would be taken to create a more equal public
education system.
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1950-1970
Avoiding Integration and the Minimum Foundation Program
As Mississippi entered the second half of the 20" century, a national political
power shift had just occurred. In 1948, incumbent President Harry Truman triumphed as
a Democrat without the support of the Southern states of Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama, and South Carolina. Sensing the abandonment of President Truman from the

foremost political ideal that they held — segregation — these states opted to nominate
Senator Strom Thurmond to represent their wishes in the election. 1948 is significant to
Mississippi's education funding structure for two reasons. First, 1948 proved that a
Democrat need not be beholden to the Southern policy of segregation in order to win a
national election. The cultural shift following the return of an integrated military to the
home front ensured enough of America's electorate had rejected segregation as a policy
position worthy of consideration. Second, the emergence of the Democratic Party as one

independent of the South caused a crisis of confidence in Mississippi. The notion that
Mississippi's schools could be forcefully integrated by lawmakers or courts at the federal

level caused a panic among many in Jackson.
For this reason, the 1950s were years of significant change for Mississippi's
public school funding levels and formula. Because Mississippi lawmakers worried that
the ailing condition of black schools would cause an outcry for integration in
Washington, a group of leaders attempted to improve the quality of black schools to
avoid integration. In 1951 and 1952, Governor Hugh White, at the time considered a
"moderate" on race issues, proposed a voluntary segregation plan. Under this plan,
Governor White asserted that Mississippians would choose to maintain a racially
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segregated school system in exchange for drastic improvements to black schools. Though

the proposal contained measures to increase black school construction and to equalize
black teachers' salaries to that of white teachers, black leaders across the state rejected

Governor White's compromise solution." Not surprisingly, 1951 was also the year the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) filed the class

action suit that would eventually lead to the Brown v. Board of Education ruling.““"
Governor White also responded to other concerns. Before his term began, a group
of citizens and the State Department of Education gathered to propose a series of changes

in 1950. In 1952, Governor White called for an investigative commission of the
Legislature to determine the cost of their proposed changes, which included school

district consolidation, teacher pay according to training and experience, and curbing
urban school over-crowding. ““ At the time, 1,417 school districts were operating in the
state, some without a school to supervise. Changes were enacted in Extraordinary
Sessions in 1953 and 1954 to answer these concerns, resulting in significant revenue
savings. The result was a state with 150 school districts, and today the number of school
districts remains largely unchanged.™
Mississippi's most transformative change to public school funding under
Governor White was the establishment of the Minimum Foundation Program, though.
From the beginnings of public schools in Mississippi, three funds held monies to be
dispersed to public schools from the state at various times: the Literary Fund, the

Common School Fund (also called the Per Capita Fund), and the Equalizing Fund. In the
1820s the Literary Fund was established and could be compared to a savings account.
The Literary Fund was accrued over several years and was dispersed as lawmakers saw
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fit. After the Fund was lost in a bank crisis and the Civil War precluded any significant
education funding, the Common

School Fund was established in 1868. The Common

School Fund was somewhat of a temporary holding site where the funds that would be
dedicated each year to public education would be held until dispersal. When activists and
policymakers began to realize that the Common School Fund was leaving some localities
under funded (since it was dispersed on a per capita basis), the Equalizing Fund was
established to supplement the Common School Fund.
By the 1930s, the Brookings Institution already noted many of the weaknesses to
the Common

School Fund/Equalizing Fund arrangement. The crux of their argument

revolved around the notion that the state of Mississippi had agreed to establish "a
minimum program of education below which no community in the state should be
allowed to go." Though the Equalizing Fund officially sought to make sure funding was
more equitable as a whole, it did not set a baseline of educational services below which

no school could descend.™ By 1949, State Superintendent of Education J.M. Tubb noted

that the absence of this minimum standard was causing "staggering inequalities" in
education to develop between rich and poor localities."
To answer the call for a minimum standard of educational services, or a minimum

program, that should be guaranteed by the state's school funding mechanism, Governor
White and the Legislature established the Minimum Foundation Program in 1954,
effectively nullifying the Common School Fund/Equalizing Fund. The Minimum
Program added an economic index into how funds were dispersed which attempted to
establish and maintain a minimum set of educational services. Undoubtedly, the
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Minimum Foundation Program also figured nicely into avoiding the nationwide push for
school integration, as 1954 was the year of Brown v. Board."
The Minimum Foundation Program guaranteed a minimum level of services
through two means: a guaranteed number of teachers and a guaranteed amount of
transportation services. To do so effectively, the Minimum Foundation Program

developed the most complicated but effective funding scheme Mississippi had seen up to
that time. To guarantee a baseline number of teachers any district should have, regardless
of local wealth, the state defined one minimum teacher unit as the equivalent of twentyseven students. Put another way, no school district should have less than a twenty-seven
to one student-to-teacher ratio. Every group of twenty-seven students was defined as a
teacher unit thanks to recent educational research that showed, at the time, that no teacher

should be responsible for more than twenty-seven students at a time. Once the state
defined how many teacher units a district contained, lawmakers set a minimum salary for
Mississippi teachers and multiplied the number of teacher units in a given district by that
salary. On top of this measure, the Minimum Foundation Program provided different
"weights" to vocational and special education teachers. To provide for administrative
funds, lawmakers provided flat cash allocations per every teacher unit. These allocations
were divided into three categories: non-teacher allocations, "other" allocations (usually
for staff salaries or extra transportation costs), and "support" allocations (usually for
textbooks and supplies). For instance, in 1974 the Minimum Foundation Program

guaranteed $150 per teacher unit for non-teacher costs, $600 per teacher unit for other
costs, and $700 per teacher unit for support costs. For larger districts with over fifty
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teacher units, an extra $15,000 and $50 per extra unit over fifty (up to $25,000 total) was

guaranteed by the Minimum Foundation Program for administrative costs. “”
The second component of the Minimum Foundation Program guaranteed a set
amount of transportation costs would be available to districts. To find the cost of this
minimum program, each district calculated its Average Daily Attendance (ADA) and
then divided this total by the land area covered by the district. This calculation gave a

measure of student density, which the state in turn used to calculate needed transportation
allocations. “*
Once the total revenue needed to provide the minimum program for a given

district was found, the Minimum Foundation Program provided a formula to determine
how much of the minimum program cost should be provided by local tax revenue. This
formula used six measures to determine the economic viability of a district: total assessed

valuation of public utilities, retail sales tax paid, motor vehicle license receipts, total
value of farm products, state personal income taxes paid, and gainfully employed nonfarm non-government workers. Each of these figures in each county was measured by the
percent of the state total that the county contributed. These percentages were multiplied
by a number to give each figure a specific "weight," or importance. These numbers for
each measure listed above are as follows, respectively: 0.242152, 0.282970, 0.044144,
0.065110, 0.042688, 0.222936. Once the state found the sum of these products, officials
multiplied that number by a given total each year. For example, in 1974 officials
multiplied the economic indicator (attained through the process described above) by
$16,000,000 to determine how much above or below $16 million a given district would

have raise locally. “*”' The state would then report this dollar amount to local officials in
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each county and charge supervisors with raising that amount in local tax revenue through
an ad valorum (property) tax, the poll tax, or severance taxes paid to the state. This

amount was based on the assumption that 90% of taxes due local governments would be
paid by citizens. Finally, state officials would subtract this dollar amount provided by
local taxes from the total needed in each district to provide the minimum education

program, yielding the total needed from the state for a given district.°”"
The effect the Minimum Foundation Program had on the nature of Mississippi's

public education funding scheme was monumental. Two measures put the change into
perspective: the rapid increase in total education expenditures and the gradual decline of
the percentage of those expenditures raised by local taxes. Within twenty years of its

passage, total education appropriations increased by 411% (from $62,718,414 in 1954 to
$320,741,402 in 1973) despite the added hesitancy to commit to public education in the
wake of Brown v. Board. All the while, the percentage of education expenditures for
which localities were responsible for raising only increased by 179%, meaning local

taxes were 15% less responsible for raising the revenue needed to finance their schools.
Moreover, this increase was not simply due to economic upturns. On average nationally,
localities were charged with raising roughly 41% of the cost of pubic education. In a

tumultuous age of racial bigotry and upheaval, Mississippi's public schools made

remarkable strides toward equality between its school districts. *’"
If 1954 represented the culmination of years of struggle for a more equitable
school funding mechanism, the following two decades represented an emphasis on
avoiding integration that precluded similar revolutionary policies. Following the Brown v.
Board ruling in 1954, most public discourse involving education was dominated by racial
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considerations. On May 17, 1954, the day of the ruling, Mississippi Congressman John
Bell Williams declared it "Black Monday." Speaker of the Mississippi House of
Representatives Walter Sillers stated provocatively, "The only thing for the state to do is
to go out of the public education business." Several other rulings finally culminating in
Alexander v. Holmes (1969) would be required before recalcitrant Mississippi schools

would capitulate to integration. ““ In the meantime, the Legislature passed in an
Extraordinary Session and Mississippi's electorate ratified an amendment to the 1890

constitution that gave the Legislature the power to abolish public schools and sell their
property to private schools if need be. The measure was never used.“ By the time the
federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 was approved, black and white Mississippi children
were attending schools in the same districts but were still largely in separate schools. This
situation threatened to remove federal funding from school systems that were not
integrated. Over the next ten years, Mississippi implemented slow changes, facilitated by

Alexander v. Holmes in 1969, to achieve integrated schools.
While the slow march to integration took place and funding for public schools
increased, the state also took steps to undercut public schools. In 1962, Representative
Jimmie Walker introduced a bill to study a potential statewide network of private schools
as the primary means of educating Mississippians. This bill sparked a statewide debate
and led to Senate Bill 1501 of 1964. SB 1501 provided tuition grants to students
attending private schools in the state to create an alternative to racially integrated public

schools."
This practice was one of the most harmful to developing a robust public school
System in the wake of Brown. Beginning in 1964, $180 per student was given to private

4]

Table 3. Public School Appropriations in Mississippi from 1954-1973*""

Source

'54-'55

'59-'60

'64-'65

'69-'70

State

$34,000

$52,936

$91,524

$151,715

55

56

68

67

70

27,421

40,757

41,776

75,783

76,494

45

44

32

33

30

$61,421

$93,693

$133,301

% of total

Local
% of total

Total

| $227,498

'72-'73
| $177,744

| $254,238

*In thousands of dollars.
Note: Does not include federal funds.
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schools, robbing public schools of needed resources.” The act also gave municipalities
and other local governments the right to "borrow" from the state to finance private
education. At this time, 13,990 students were enrolled in private schools, or about 2.2%
of Mississippi's educable children. At $180 per student, the state of Mississippi could
have been providing $2.5 million or more in private school tuition grants. On average, the

state of Mississippi covered 64% of the cost of a typical private school student.~”
Mississippi's practice of tuition grants to private schools was ruled

unconstitutional in 1969.°' Beginning with Coffey v. State Educational Finance
Commission, a federal court ruled that these grants promoted a segregated school system,
contradicting the goal of integration "with all deliberate speed." In response, Governor
John Bell Williams signed into law a modified tuition grant program whereby a $150
"loan" from the state would be given to private school students. As long as these students
stayed within the state after graduation, the loan did not have to be repaid. Within three
days, civil rights attorneys requested a restraining order against implementation and
claimed that the state had already dispersed $3 million through the program. In another
ruling in 1970, a federal court found the second tuition grant program unconstitutional as
well. Upon this ruling, Governor Williams and the Legislature established a program to

offer up to $500.00 in an ad valorum tax exemption for families sending their children to
private schools.~*“"
In 1970, the courts responded to this state program with the ruling in Green v.
Kennedy. This ruling ordered an injunction to end all tax benefits to "racially
discriminating private schools" and ended the ability of the IRS to grant tax-exempt

status to those private schools. As a result, only nine of Mississippi's forty-one private
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schools were able to prove their admissions policies did not racially discriminate and
maintain their tax-exempt status. By 1973, the courts would also rule in Norwood v.
Harrison that Mississippi could not constitutionally provide textbooks and transportation

for racially discriminating private schools."
All the while, the number of students attending private schools in Mississippi
ballooned, reaching a high of 12.5% in 1973. With increasing numbers of students in
private schools and decreasing means to legally fund their education through the state,
many private schools peaked and then began to languish within a few years of Alexander
v. Holmes. By the mid-1970s, members of the business community became more
concermed that neither private nor public schools were adequately educating their
students and less concerned with the segregation fight. Sales tax revenues, a chief means
of funding public schools, fell in areas with a private school, dividing communities and
their education potential. The city of Natchez lost $10,000 in March of 1970 alone due to
the increased cost of sending children to private school. Yazoo City lost 20% of its sales
tax revenue in February of 1970 and another 30% in March of 1970. Practical educational
and governmental concerns would begin to supersede racial concerns in such an

environment.°*™

1970-1980
Beyond De Jure Integration and Newer Equalization Concerns
In 1970, Garvin Johnston, who replaced long-serving State Superintendent of
Education J.M. Tubb, brought a fresh series of ideas to Mississippi's public education
system. In two phases pertinent to education funding, Johnston proposed and successfully
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passed through the Legislature measures to raise the salary scale of Mississippi teachers
and provide a more accurate means of counting ADA when calculating the Minimum
Foundation Program formula. By the fifth year of Johnston's service (1973), 148 of

Mississippi's 150 school districts were integrated.“
1973's landmark case San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez

catapulted education funding equity onto the national scene as America's next great
educational concern beyond segregation. The Supreme Court ruling in San Antonio v.
Rodriguez found that Texas's school funding mechanism that depended largely on local
funds was not unconstitutional despite the fact that it resulted in considerable inequalities

between districts. San Antonio was noteworthy because, up to this time, rulings were
consistently being handed down in favor of more equitable funding schemes (Serrano v.
Priest, etc.). In the minds of many lawmakers, San Antonio set the Texan system's level

of equitability as the benchmark that must be met to avoid similar lawsuits.
A 1974 report outlined Mississippi's Minimum Foundation mechanism in
comparison to Texas's. Though some still cited the state government's previous support of
private schools with public funds as a sign of unfairness, thanks to the farsighted
Minimum Foundation, Mississippi's funding mechanism looked to pass constitutional
muster as defined by San Antonio. Indeed, in 1972-73 the "high-low" ratio in per pupil
expenditures (comparing the greatest dollar amount spent per pupil in any district to the
lowest in any other district) was "slightly less than two to one in Mississippi." This ratio
had fallen significantly from the 7.2 high to low ratio that existed in the state prior to the
Minimum Foundation Program (1950-51). Nationally this ratio was three to one in three
quarters of states in 1972-73. The funding disparity ratio in the districts in question in San
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Antonio was 2.25 to one, meaning Mississippi's mechanism passed San Antonio's
standard.
San Antonio was influential for a second reason. To meet constitutional muster,

the Supreme Court asserted that states were responsible for supplying "adequate"
educational services. Though no concrete definition of what an "adequate" education
would entail was provided by the Court, it was insinuated that such an education would

not allow a school's students to fail to acquire basic skills due to poor funding. In the
1974 report examining Mississippi's schools in light of San Antonio, the authors state that
Mississippi's funding mechanism only guaranteed a "minimum" program, not an
"adequate" education for every child. For the time being, however, it was assumed that,
since Texas's "minimum" fund passed the Court's litmus test, Mississippi was safe from a

similar suit. In future years as the standards for an "adequate" education would be
refined, Mississippi would have to respond with a commensurate new funding
mechanism.~™
Though the Minimum Foundation perhaps met San Antonio's benchmark,

Mississippi's level of funding equality was still far from ideal. In a 1977 report focusing
on equitability issues, several policy problems were identified by the State Education
Finance Commission. These concerns included the steady decrease in the willingness of
localities to support education post the influx of revenue that the Minimum Program
provided, the twenty-five general mill limit on local property taxes that precluded some
districts from raising taxes to compete with richer districts (found unconstitutional in
Florida with Hargrave v. Kirk), differences in property value assessment, the need for

greater school district consolidation, and intradistrict disparity.°“" Many of the concerns
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echoed in the 1974 and 1977 reports would not be heeded by policymakers for another
two decades, including changing the funding mechanism from a teacher-unit basis to a
funding per pupil basis.°
A 1981 report by the Mississippi Economic Council (MEC) presented another
bittersweet analysis of education funding for the state. As previously noted, the state had
been assuming a greater share of the funding responsibility since 1953. By 1978-79,

localities were funding on average 23.7% of the total cost of education compared to a
48.2% national average. When examining districts at an individual level, however, the
MEC found startling data behind this statistic. Claiborne County was raising 54.43% of
its funds from local taxes, while at the other end of the spectrum, Nettleton Line could

only account for 7.61% of its district costs from local taxes. This disparity meant districts
like Yazoo County that could raise a great deal of local revenue from the twenty-five mill
cap were spending up to $1,283.56 more per pupil than the lowest spending district (Pearl

Separate), a 75% increase from the lowest spender to the highest.°°*""

1980-1989
Renewed Focus on Services and Governor William Winter
By 1980 Mississippi's electorate seemed ready to substantively debate public
education beyond racial considerations when it sent long time public servant William
Winter to the Governor's Mansion. A new nationwide focus on education accountability
brought to light the devastating repercussions of Mississippi's education policies and
economic woes. Mississippi's dropout rate was 50% throughout the mid '70s, and

° The Minimum Foundation Program funded districts based on the number of "teacher units" it contained
(see Avoiding Integration and the Minimum Foundation Program), not based on a pupil-weighted formula.
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throughout the '80s Mississippi averaged the lowest ACT scores and the lowest literacy
rates in the country. Mississippi was spending the least amount per pupil in the

South.” These startling facts drew the state's attention back to improving testing,
funding, and education services delivered.

Winter's legacy as a governor would be made on education. In 1980 the
Legislature, at Winter's request, established a Special Committee on Public School
Finance and Administration to explore the benefits and feasibility of a variety of
educational improvements including a new funding formula, mandatory public
kindergartens, a compulsory education law, and increased testing. This "Blue Ribbon"
committee was composed of lawmakers and individuals from the private and public

advocacy sectors. The product of their research and negotiations was the landmark

Mississippi Education Reform Act of 1982.°*"
The Education Reform Act is often cited as one of the most important pieces of
legislation passed in Mississippi history. It allocated $219 million dollars through a 0.5%
sales tax increase and a 1% corporate tax increase to put teacher's aides in lower grade
level classrooms, open mandatory kindergartens statewide, standardize lesson plans, offer
merit pay to teachers, and create and enforce tests for teachers and students alike.
Moreover, it made Mississippi the last state in the country to adopt a compulsory school
attendance law, finally allowing the state to hurdle one of the last vestiges of the

segregation era. °°!
That said, the Education Reform Act offered only minor changes to the state's
education funding mechanism. On December 9, 1980, the Blue Ribbon Committee voted

to recommend a new, more equitable pupil-weighted formula to replace the Minimum
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Foundation's teacher unit formula to the state. The Committee did so with little hope for
its passage into law. As was pointed out at the meeting, the need for property value

reappraisals, the complicated nature of education formulas, fear ofa "Robin Hood" effect
of taking from rich districts to give to poor districts, and the fact that Mississippi had not
been faced with a successful funding equity suit all contributed to the eventual failure of
the Committee's request for a new formula. Instead, minor changes were made to the

Minimum Foundation Program to keep Mississippi ahead of the ever-changing definition
of an "adequate" (and thus, constitutionally tenable) education.°" Ultimately, these
changes would include an increase in the flat rate for "supportive services" to $2,940 per
teacher unit, an adjustment of salary supplements for teachers, and a clause to remove

state funding from a locality if the aggregate amount of support from ad valorum taxes

was reduced."
The steady implementation of the Education Reform Act of 1982 would be a
source of constant debate for the remainder of the 1980s interspersed with teacher strikes
over pay raises and a failed effort for school district consolidation. On the whole,

revenues for education in "Mississippi and other Southeastern states increased at a greater
rate than did those in other states" between 1983 and 1987. Consistently increasing

funding and minor changes to the Minimum Foundation ensured Mississippi was not
affected by equity lawsuits, though such suits were filed unsuccessfully on numerous

occasions.°**
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1990-present
Growing Call for Equity

Directly following San Antonio, the New Jersey case Robinson v. Cahill (1973)
found that funding formulas based on local wealth did not promote a "thorough and
efficient" public education system. This ruling reopened the door for several more equity
suits over the next two decades.™!

In 1983, the Court transcended concerns over simple

funding equity between districts in Maryland's Hornbeck v. Somerset County Board of
Education. With this ruling, the constitutionality of a school system depended both on
some measure of funding equity and how that equity "translated into tangible educational

impacts."™"

In doing so, the Court animated a new discussion about performance and

funding. By 1989 a new, more stringent definition of "adequate" education emerged via
the case Rose v. Council for Better Education filed in Kentucky, and this definition

centered on the connection between funding, efficiency, and educational impacts. With
Rose, the Supreme Court ruled both the funding levels of Kentucky schools and their
standards of education services were found constitutionally wanting. This ruling was
particularly important because Kentucky, like Mississippi, had a Minimum Foundation

Program funding formula."
Rose was the first domino of successful suits against state funding mechanisms to
fall. Between

1990 and 1994 Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio, Tennessee, Missouri, North

Dakota, New Hampshire, Idaho, Massachusetts, Louisiana, Rhode Island, and Alabama

had their public school funding mechanisms ruled unconstitutional. Fourteen equity cases
were pending in 1990 and seven were planned. In 1993 thirteen cases were pending.

exlili
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Twenty-five cases were filed in 1990-1991 alone, almost equaling the twenty-seven cases

filed between 1968 and 1989.°*""
By 1994, all but eight states had their funding formulas tested in the courts.
Fourteen systems were ruled unconstitutional, and seventeen formulas were found to be

constitutionally tenable. Nearly every state scrambled throughout the 1990s to either

circumvent the need for an equity suit or respond to an equity ruling.’ Mississippi is the
only southern state to avoid such litigation, and as of 2005 it was one of five states
nationwide to avoid an equity suit."
Mississippi responded to these rulings with piecemeal solutions like the Uniform
Millage Assistance Grants Program of 1989 and the Education Enhancement Fund of

1992 to stave off anticipated equity suits." The Education Enhancement Fund, for
instance, takes approximately 9.073% of the sales tax revenue collected each month by
the state. These funds are appropriated for three needs: buildings and buses (in a fixed
cash amount to each district), instructional supplies (provided as a permanent percentage
of each month's Enhancement Fund), and an ad valorum tax reduction (also a permanent
percentage). Solutions like the Enhancement Fund helped Mississippi schools but did not

offer the systemic changes needed to avoid equity suits in the long-term.™"™
In the 1993 session of the Legislature, a task force to reflect on the passel of
equity rulings and their implications for the Minimum Foundation Program was
established. The task force was charged with examining Mississippi's funding inequity
and recommending ways to make the Minimum Foundation simpler and more equitable.
From that time on, momentum would be built for the establishment ofa new funding

formula that incorporated the notion of "adequacy" and the connection between

5]

performance and funding equity.‘' By 1997 significant data supported the transition to
such a formula. Leroy Callahan, Jr. published a dissertation in 1997 which outlines the
disparity in funding created by different property values for a sample of districts
throughout Mississippi. This funding disparity is then correlated to a disparity in
educational services delivered, specifically disparities in Carnegie units® provided,
quality of teachers a district can hire based on their level of education, and special
programs provided. Callahan then draws attention to the disparities in outcomes resulting
from differing levels of educational services offered, citing graduation rates and
standardized test scores.“
In the spring of 1997, the most significant educational change for Mississippi
since 1982 came in the form of Senate Bill 2647. SB 2647 implemented the Mississippi
Adequate Education Program (MAEP), Mississippi's second concrete school funding

formula, to replace the Minimum Foundation Program.*" Though the legislation
establishing MAEP was passed in 1994, 1997 proved to be the first year of MAEP's
implementation. Guided by then-Lieutenant Governor Ronnie Musgrove, Senator Hob

Bryan of Amory, and Senate Education Chairman Sen. Grey Ferris of Vicksburg, MAEP

weathered often contentious debates at every level of its implementation." MAEP was
passed in 1997 on a gradual implementation basis, meaning 2003 was the first year
MAEP was used "as the basis of the state's financial assistance to local school
districts.""” As such, in Chapter 3, the 2003 MAEP process will be used to describe how
MAEP allocations are determined in detail. Today the funding of MAEP remains a spot
of political disagreement during each legislative session.
° Carnegie units are a measure of hours of instruction students receive. More specifically, one Carnegie unit
indicates a minimum of 140 hours of instruction has been provided in lecture or laboratory classes over a
school year, according to the Mississippi Dept. of Education.
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Chapter 3
The Mississippi Adequate Education Program: A Description

Defining Equity and Adequacy

From the onset, concerns over school funding equity were complex, and the
funding mechanisms that resulted from those concerns are equally complex. Prior to the
Progressive Movement, most education funding across the United States was in the form
of flat grants to localities. This system allowed poor localities to establish their own
schools and rich localities to supplement preexisting programs. Two professors, George
Strayer and Roger Haig, at Columbia University proposed the first widely accepted
remedy to the flat grant model. The Strayer-Haig formula was the basis of most of the
"minimum foundation" formulas that spread in use across the country. Mississippi's
version of the Strayer-Haig formula, the Minimum Foundation Program, held that the

state's duty was to provide a minimum set of educational services, regardless of how

valuable a school district's property may be.“
By the 1960s "minimum foundation programs" came under scrutiny. In many
instances, the minimum set of services guaranteed by states fell far short of the

educational services provided by districts with high property values. In 1966 sociologist

James Coleman published what is today called the "Coleman Report" on school finance
equitability. Coleman argued that a connection between funding and performance existed.
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Moreover, Coleman pointed out that the state had a duty to provide a minimum common
curriculum. This common curriculum should include special opportunities for students
with special needs, a notion that was often absent from school funding formulas at the
time."
In the early 1980s, school finance theorists Robert Berne and Leanna Stiefel
published groundbreaking studies on the role of equity in school finance that would
eventually lead to the conflagration of equity suits in the early 1990s. Berne and Stiefel
articulated several arguments and questions that reverberate in Mississippi's current
funding formula. First, they argued that the equality of funding in a district should not be
viewed by how much taxpayers are taxed, but by how much is invested in each child.
This view effectively supports a finance formula based around an examination of perpupil expenditures. Second, Berne and Stiefel described different ways in which "equity"
could be measured, such as through purely fiscal inputs, student achievement outputs, or
student lifetime outcomes.
Third, Berne and Stiefel asked, "How is equity to be defined?" Here one begins to
understand the complex nature of a finance formula that satisfies the moniker "equitable."
A first way to define equity is through horizontal equity, or "equal treatment of equals."
This view supports the idea of treating every student who is alike equally in terms of
funding from the state. Unfortunately, every student arrives to school each morning with
his or her own set of difficulties and challenges, and horizontal equity fails to adequately
address this notion. A second way to define equity is through vertical equity, or "unequal
treatment of unequals." Vertical equity requires students to be classified according to

their educational service needs and given funding based on that classification. This
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definition of equity results in different pupil "weights." For instance, a student without
any special needs would be given the weight of "one" while a student with dyslexia may
be given a weight of two when per-pupil expenditures are determined. A third way to
define equity states that each student should have "equal opportunity," or the property
wealth surrounding a student should play no role in their level of education. In the 1990s
this definition of equity was common in equity lawsuits. Other writers have expanded
"equity" to encompass another definition: effectiveness. Here equity is defined by the
equality of some measure of school success, such as test scores.

These carefully articulated terms of equity slowly blended into practical American
politics with the judicial notion ofa duty to provide an "adequate" education. Since
concerns over providing an "adequate" public education system inspired the creation of
Mississippi's current funding formula, it is helpful to cite some widely respected
definition of the term. Martin Carnoy's well known definition outlines "adequacy" in six
ways: 1) students acquire a set of basic skills defined in a curriculum, 2) resources are
used as efficiently as possible, 3) equity, 4) equalization of educational outcomes, 5)
students adequately function in society, and 6) graduates are able to enter the job market
and succeed. Though it is much more nebulous, the courts' definition of "adequate" is
vaguely similar to the six tenets outlined above as they incorporate both some notion of
adequate revenue spent in each district and adequate outcomes. In this way, the
constitutionality ofa funding formula has transcended simple measures of per-pupil
spending and has reached a matrix of comparing expenditures, student performance, and
long-term outcomes. For these purposes, many judicial and school finance scholars have
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termed the idea of equity from the 1960s through the 1980s as "old equity" and the notion

of "adequacy" as "new equity.

nclvil

The importance of these terms to MAEP is conveyed in a description by former
Education Committee Chair Sen. Mike Chaney. Sen. Chaney states MAEP is founded
upon three ideas: 1) recognizing "the differing abilities of local school districts to provide
tax revenue, funding for at risk children, facilities, and other resources for educating

children... (equity)," 2) determining "resources needed to provide an adequate
education," and 3) a "strong accountability system that holds all aspects of the system...

accountable."°"""

Measures of Student Performance
In response to the courts' general acceptance and imposition of the
aforementioned ideas surrounding adequacy, Mississippi implemented the Mississippi
Adequate Education Program in 1997. MAEP is, to date, Mississippi's most equitable
means of funding public schools and the most complex formula of its history.

Two important variables dominate the MAEP formula and the results of the
formula that determine how much state funding each district is given: average daily
attendance (ADA) and performance level. A brief understanding of Mississippi's means
of calculating school performance is necessary to fully grasp the workings of the funding
formula. Mississippi's system of measuring the performance level for schools is based on
the Performance Based Accreditation System (PBAS), which was developed in 1982 and
passed in 1986. From 1992 to 1999 each school was given an accreditation level from
one to five, and since 1999 each school earns an accreditation index score (from 100 to
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600) in addition to its level. This index score is known as the Achievement Level Index
(ALI), and ALI determines a school's performance level. Schools scoring between 100

and 199 are given a Level I performance rating, schools between 200 and 299 are given a
Level II rating, and so on. The determinants of a school's ALI score have changed over

time, but beginning in 2003 they have been based on the Mississippi Curriculum Test and
the Subject Area Testing Program, a series of tests developed by the State Department of
Education.*"™
These tests allow state education officials to formulate thirty-six Level II]
performance standards called the Basic Achievement Index (BAJ). If schools fail to meet
90% of these standards they are given ALI scores in the Level I or II range. If schools do
meet 90% of the standards, they are then judged on thirty-nine Level V performance

standards, also known as the Higher Achievement Index (HAI) scale.“
In 2006, the mean ALI for Mississippi schools was 417.7 and a standard
deviation’ was 85.1, meaning roughly 68% of schools scored within 85.1 points of 417.7
(332.6 to 502.8). Over 95% of schools scored within two standard deviations of the mean,

or between ALI scores of 247.5 and 587.9. Each of Mississippi's 152 school districts has
their schools' ALI score averaged to give a district score (AVGALI). In 2006 the mean
AVGALI was 410.1 with a standard deviation of 74.6. Roughly 68% of districts fell
between AVGALI scores of roughly 485 and 335. Zero districts had an AVGALI score
between 100 and 199. For the purposes of determining the performance level of a district,
Level J districts are defined as districts with between a 100 and 199 on the AVGALI,

’ The Mississippi Department of Education's definition of a standard deviation: "a statistic that displays
how tightly a set of data is clustered around the set's mean. Many data sets are normally distributed, which
implies that most examples in a set of data are close to the average, while few examples tend to be to one
extreme or the other. The standard deviation measures how far the observations are from their mean. When
a data set is normally distributed, about 68% of the data fall within one standard deviation of the mean."
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Level II districts are between 200 and 319, Level III districts are between 320 and 449,
Level IV districts are between 450 and 519, and Level IV districts are between 520 and

600."
Knowledge of the determinants of a school's performance level is necessary for
understanding MAEP, because MAEP's fundamental purpose is to "establish adequate
current operation funding levels necessary for the programs of each school district to
meet at least Level II] of the accreditation system.

nclxil

Calculating MAEP Allocations
To ensure that each school district is provided with the funds to finance Level III
schools at each one of its campuses, the Mississippi Department of Education goes
through a complex series of steps to determine MAEP allocations. The most
comprehensive description of this process is perhaps a review by the Legislature's Joint
Committee on Performance Evaluation and Expenditure Review (PEER).
Again, MAEP's chief goal is to find the level of funding necessary to finance a
school with a Level III performance score, and then ensure every school receives this

level of funding. As such, Level III schools are considered "adequate." To determine how
much revenue a Level III school requires, the Mississippi Department of Education
(MDE) must collect data on a set of six key variables for every school district in the state:
accreditation level from ALI, cumulative enrollment, average daily attendance (ADA),

net assessed value per pupil, percentage of students participating in the free lunch

program, and operational millage."
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ALI is described in the preceding section. "Cumulative enrollment" is defined as

the "sum of all entering students within a school year.""""’ ADA is the figure that "results
when the total aggregate attendance during the period or months counted is divided by
the number of days during the period or months upon which teachers and pupils are in
regular attendance for scheduled classroom instruction." The average daily attendance for
"self-contained special education classes" is not included in official ADA calculation.”
MDE allows districts to calculate ADA using attendance from the current academic
year's second and third month or an average of the attendance from the first nine months,
whichever is greater.’ Net assessed value per pupil is a measure of the "value of

property subject to the property tax in a school district.""*™" More specifically, it is the
gross value of property within a district, excluding that which is owned by those sixty-

five years of age or over or the disabled, divided by the previous year's ADA.‘
Children whose families have a household income at or below 185% of the federal

poverty line are eligible for the free lunch program.” Children eligible for the free
lunch program are referred to hereafter as "at-risk" students. A mill, as previously
defined, is $1 for every $1000 of taxable property. Operational millage is the "minimum
local tax support required by law to maintain local programs," which is currently either
twenty-eight mills or 27% of the total cost of a school district, whichever is less. Districts
must levy a tax of twenty-eight mills or accrue the revenue necessary to fund 27% of the

cost of the district (whichever is less) to receive funding from the state.°”* Mississippi
school districts are currently limited to a maximum millage tax rate of fifty-five mills
unless action is taken by the local electorate.
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Phase I of calculating MAEP allocation is as follows: MDE must select a group of
representative school districts with Level III accreditation status. First, all Level II
districts begin in a pool to be narrowed down to the representative districts, and these

representative districts will provide MDE with the level of funding needed to finance a
Level III program. Second, MDE discards all districts in this pool that do not lie within

one standard deviation of the mean on all five remaining factors listed in the previous
paragraph (cumulative enrollment, ADA, net assessed value per pupil, percentage of atrisk students, and operational millage). In 2003, for instance, discarding these districts

left forty-one districts of the original 152 remaining in the poo

yeti

Phase II involves the computation of costs for these representative districts. MDE
finds the per-pupil expenditures for each district on each of the following expenses:
instruction, administration, operation and maintenance of the physical plant, and ancillary
support. Instructional costs account for the costs of kindergarten through twelfth grade,
including vocational programs and other programs. It is calculated using per-pupil
instructional costs determined by the number of Carnegie units supplied by a district and

the average years of teaching experience in a district. Administrative costs are also
determined on a per-pupil basis found through the number of campus sites in a district
and attendance per site. Costs of physical plants are found on a per-pupil basis through
the number of physical plant sites and attendance per site. Ancillary support costs are the
total costs of all librarians and some other specialists divided by the average librarian or
specialist's salary."
MDE then identifies which districts selected as representative districts in Phase |
fall within one standard deviation of the mean on each of the four spending variables. In
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2003, for example, fifteen of the representative districts fell in this range for the
instructional cost variable, twenty fell in the range for administrative costs, twenty-two
fell in the range for operation and maintenance of plant costs, and nineteen fell in the
range for ancillary costs. For each of these districts associated with each of these

variables, MDE then finds the total cost of the variable and divides it by the total ADA of
all districts in the subgroup. For example, MDE finds the total instructional costs for all
fifteen school districts falling within one standard deviation of the mean instructional cost
for the state. This total is divided by the total ADA of all fifteen school districts. This

product yields a per-pupil amount a district should be spending on instructional costs. For
each of the four variables, a per-pupil amount that should be spent is calculated each

year. These four amounts are summed, and the result is called the "base student cost."
Phase III determines how much money each school district will receive in
MAEP allocations. First, the Base Student Cost found in Phase II is multiplied by the

ADA of each district individually. Second, to adjust for at-risk students, MDE then
multiplies five percent of the Base Student Cost times the number of at-risk students in a
district. Third, having calculated the total cost of an adequate program for each district,
MDE subtracts the minimum local millage each district is required to levy to receive

MAEP funds. Again, this minimum is either twenty-eight mills or 27% of the cost of
education (whichever is less). If districts levy taxes beyond the minimum, the additional
revenue is not subtracted from the MAEP allocation the district will receive. Having
conducted these three calculations, the Base Program Cost for each district is determined.
There are several add-on expenditures for which MAEP provides above the Base
Program Cost of a district. There are five such add-on programs: special education,
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vocational or technical training, gifted education, alternative education, and
transportation. Each of these programs is funded solely by the state. The cost of each of
the programs is calculated by local districts based on the number of teacher units that

were needed for each program in the previous year.’*’ For the add-on of transportation,
the state provides allocations based on "transportation density," or the "number of
transported children in average daily attendance per square mile of area served in a

school district.""""™' In short, the principle of transportation density typically means rural
areas receive greater transportation funds per pupil than do urban areas. Lastly, an extra
"ADA allocation" is awarded, found by multiplying a district's ADA by .13% of the base
student cost. The state also offers a guarantee that every district will receive at least an

8% increase in state funds from the 2002 fiscal year." When the MAEP requirements
to fund an "adequate" (Level III) education in every district are calculated, the funds
needed by all 152 districts are added together. This sum is the total MAEP allocation
required of the Legislature, should they choose to fully fund MAEP. Tables 4 through 7
drawn by the Legislative PEER Committee summarize the description of MAEP
calculations.
Thus far, MAEP has been described in ideal terms or, in other words, under the

assumption that the Legislature chooses to fully fund the amount the formula prescribes.
MAEP has officially been fully funded once since its formal implementation as state
policy and has been effectively funded twice. As is apparent, the Legislature routinely
passes a legal caveat in many sessions freeing lawmakers from the responsibility of fully
funding MAEP. In the event that MAEP is not fully funded, lawmakers and MDE

officials modify the MAEP calculations. For instance, in 2003 the Legislature chose to

—
table 4. Calculation of total revenue available to a sample school district °°"
MAEP

Formula

pase Student Cost

FY '03 at Full Funding for a sample district
$3,427.00
x

x
District ADA

1,638.45

+

+

At-Risk Student Add-on

$129,198

Adequate Education Program Cost

$5,744,166

Local Contribution (28 mill local levy
capped at 27%of Program Cost)

$1,550,925

Basic Program Cost

$4,193,241

+

+

Add-ons

$1,469,451

State Program Cost

$5,662,692

+

+

All Local Contributions

$2,757,292

Revenues Available to Local Districts

$8,419,984
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Table 5. Phase I of the MAEP funding process: Identifying Representative Districts “=

MDE gathers data on all 152
school districts.

Li
MDE evaluates district data
for six factors to select

e¢

Cumulative enrollment

e

ADA

e
e
e
e

Net assessed value per pupil
Percentage of at-risk students
Operational millage
Accreditation level

representative districts:

Lt
MDE identifies
representative districts by
evaluating accreditation

Within one
standard
deviation on
all five
factors?

No

Discard the
district.

level and computing
averages and standard

deviations for the other five
factors.

Proceed to
Phase II.
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Table 6. Phase II: Computation of Base Student Cost
MDE analyzes data on cost

components for all 152
districts.

MDE determines per-pupil
district expenditures for four
cost components for each of
the representative districts.

e
¢
e

Instruction
Administration
Operation and
maintenance of plant
Ancillary costs

Lt
For each cost component,
MDE identifies the average
expenditure and the standard
deviation.

Within one
standard
deviation on
all five
factors?

No

Discard the
district.

MDE uses these districts

for each component to
calculate "Base Student
Cost."
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Table 7. Phase III: Computation of DistrictA locations “*"
MDE multiplies "Base
Student Cost" times a
district's ADA.

Lt
MDE adds allocations for atrisk students. 5% of the base

student cost is multiplied by

the number of at-risk students.

This product is added to the
first calculation.

it
MDE subtracts the minimum
local contribution from the
sum of the first two steps in
Phase III. This yields the Base
Program Cost.

it
MDE adds allocations for

five different types of "addons." In addition, the 8%
guarantee and "ADA

Special education
Vocational/technical training
Gifted education
Alternative education
Transportation

allocations" are allocated.

Lt
MAEP allocations for
every district are added
together to yield the total

MAEP fund needed of the
Legislature.
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shortchange MAEP by roug
hly $60 million. MDE offi
cials determined that $60 mi
llion
was a shortfall of 3.77% of
the total requested amount.
To adjust for the shortfall, MD
E
calculated which districts would
receive funding increases under
the 2003 MAEP
calculations, and then alloca
ted the new MAEP tota] mi
nus 21% of the MAEP gain fro
m

the previous year. For instance, suppose a dist
rict Was awarded $1 million in the previous
year and should have been awarded $1.1 million under MAEP in 2003. MD
E provided
$21,000 less than the $1.1 million requested by
original MAEP calculations. The revenue
saved from the 21% shortfall was pooled and given to district that
s
would have received

more under the Minimum Foundation Program. This measure ensures that MAEP hurts
no district as compared to the previous formula."
In 2006, the Mississippi Legislature passed an addendum to the MAEP
calculation method. Currently, "for each of the fiscal years between the recalculation of

the Base Student Cost... the Base Student Cost shall be increased by an amount equal to
forty percent (40%) of the Base Student Cost of the previous fiscal year, multiplied by the
latest annual rate of inflation for the State of Mississippi..." This measure guarantees the

fund keeps pace with inflation."
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Chapter 4
MAEP: A Policy
Analysis

Effectiveness T, oday
Though only in effect for a de
cade and only fully funded on
ce, MAEP and the

pressure it has created to increase K-12 ed
ucation funding has had a Significant impa
ct on
Mississippi lawmakers. Though Miss
issippi still ranks 41°" in adjusted per pupi
l spending
with $7,513 spent per pupil, this fact should largely be attributed to a small tax base, not

recalcitrance among lawmakers to fund education.“ Mississippi spends
roughly 45%
of its state budget on public K-12 education” and ranked 224 in revenue effort

dedicated to education in 2003. Revenue effort dedicated to education is a measure of the
percentage of revenue that can be accrued from taxable resources ina state dedicated
to

education. Resources dedicated to education in this measure are also weighted for student
needs (¢.g. students in poverty are given a weight of 1.6 as compared to the normal

weight of one for a student above the poverty line).“**“ The measure of "educational
effort" serves as one of the best indicators of lawmakers’ commitment to funding public

education. In 2008, following Hurricane Katrina, Mississippi had climbed the ladder
again, ranking 16" in the nation in "state expenditures on K-12 schooling as a percent of

laxable resources.""""""" When states are ranked by K-12 finance compared to every
an
.
.
$1000 of personal income in the state, Mississippi ranks 10" in instruct
ional salaries, 11

th
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in cost of education borne by the state government, and 16" in total K-12 funding."
In a state where leaders once viewed public education as an expendable government
service as long as it meant continued separation of black and white children, MAEP is a
symbol of Mississippi’s great strides toward equality. Few states have stayed ahead of the

requirement by the courts for a funding mechanism that provides an “adequate” education
for every child, however a state may define “adequate.” As a result, Mississippi has been
one of five states nationwide to avoid an education funding equity lawsuit. This is due in
large part to the inclusion of the notion of “adequacy” in calculating education funding,
but it is also due to decreased funding disparities between school districts, regardless of
local wealth, thanks to MAEP. Even when pupils in poverty are given extra weight,
Mississippi had the 17 smallest educational revenue disparity between school districts
with the highest and lowest number of students in poverty in 2003.°°** In 2008, the
coefficient of variation between the richest and poor school districts was 0.112, making

Mississippi the 14"" most equitable state in the nation in K-12 funding.

Problems and Solutions for MAEP
MAEP, like any other far-reaching public policy measure, has flaws that have not
been remedied. Several of these flaws are addressed in the remainder of this thesis: an
unwillingness to fund MAEP, lax standards of “adequacy,” a lack of accountability and
efficiency, questions regarding sustainability of the formula, and intradistrict disparities.
First, lawmakers have exhibited an unwillingness to fully fund MAEP since its

inception as Mississippi’s K-12 funding formula in 1997. MAEP was largely funded in
2003 and was fully funded in 2007, but in every other year since 1997 there were
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significant shortfalls between the revenue MAEP required and the revenue legislators

provided. Thus far, MAEP has been successful as a constitutionally tenable funding
formula by the current courts’ standard. It has also been successful in demanding that

education be lawmakers’ first priority and in mitigating the funding disparities between
property-rich and property-poor school districts. To continue to avoid equity lawsuits,

though, MAEP must be fully funded, else Mississippi’s constitutionally tenable formula
will be irrelevant before the courts. Elected officials often cite education as their first
priority, but in Mississippi, MAEP is often funded at the end of legislative sessions. To
ensure MAEFP is fully funded every year and to hold Jawmakers accountable for their
attestations that education is the first priority, the Mississippi Legislature should pass a

bill requiring MAEP to be the first spending bill to receive a vote in every legislative
session. Since the Mississippi legislature typically builds its budget from roughly 120
small spending bills, it is critical that the first priority, MAEP, stand first in line to avoid

a funding shortfall.*"
Second, though MAEP is built upon measures to ensure every district receives
enough revenue to provide an “‘adequate” education, the definition ofa school providing
“adequate” services is predicated on the test scores of students in that school. These test
scores are acquired through a series of tests designed by the Mississippi Department of
Education (MDE). It is alarming that students accruing "proficient" state test scores fall
far below the national average when taking nationally standardized tests. In 2005, 89% of

Mississippi fourth graders were designated as having "proficient" reading skills when just
18% of the same group were regarded as "proficient" on a nationally standardized

exam." This fact calls into question the ability of state tests to truly discern what an
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adequate education means, for by this standard, Mississippi’s “adequate” is comparable
to the United States’ “barely good enough.” Little attention has been given to the types of
questions asked on state exams in this thesis, but it should be clear that these exams
should be comparable in difficulty to nationally standardized exams. MDE officials
should make state tests more difficult, providing a more rigorous standard of what an
“adequate” education means and, in turn, making MAEP a stronger formula. State test
standards should be comparable to standards in states with high-performing students to
provide the strongest standard of an “adequate” education.
MAEP’s third problem listed here and perhaps its most dangerous one is a lack of
funding accountability and efficiency. After MDE calculates what each district is due by
the MAEP formula, lawmakers ideally provide the total amount of these funds to each
district. Unfortunately, the funds are provided without provisions as to how they should
be spent. With the exception of the add-on programs, districts are simply given MAEP
allocations from the state and have free reign to determine how the revenue from MAEP
calculations should be spent. Put more succinctly, funds provided to districts are

discretionary." Problems may arise if superintendents are not responsible stewards of
money from the state. For instance, MAEP calculations provide added funds for at-risk
students, yet nothing ensures that these funds ever reach at-risk students. Also, when
calculating Base Student Cost (the cost of providing an adequate education to the average
student) in MAEP’s formula, MDE officials determine how much should be spent per
student on instruction, administration, operation and maintenance of the plant, and

ancillary costs. Nothing ensures that the amounts intended for these purposes are actually
spent on these categories by the district. This lack of accountability opens the door for

7)

administrative waste. Though MAEP calculations may assume that a district will spend a
certain percentage of its revenue per student on instruction, wasteful district officials may
choose to spend a higher percentage on administrative costs and salaries. If left
unchecked, this practice can exacerbate the problem of patronage power among elected
superintendents. Some superintendents may spend a greater amount per student on
administrative salaries so those who were politically loyal in a previous election have
employment. Likewise, superintendents may raid MAEP funds intended for at-risk
children to increase their patronage power. Though this example is extreme, it must still
be guarded against. When states are compared by K-12 finance compared to every $1000
of personal income in the state, Mississippi ranks 7" in finances spent on "general

administration" (district offices) and 17" on finances spent on "school
administration."“"” Moreover, some lawmakers offer administrative waste as a reason

for an unwillingness to fund MAEP. Lawmakers and MDE officials should mandate that
the amount of revenue from MAEP meant to be dedicated to at-risk students should
actually be spent on those students, and the amount of the Base Student Cost intended for
classroom instruction should actually be spent on instruction, at minimum.
Ensuring the money intended to be spent on at-risk students is actually spent on
these students is no easy task. “At-risk” is a moniker given to students based on their
parents’ income, not necessarily participation in some special program. When measuring
how much money is spent on any program, like a vocational school, MDE simply
determines the cost of services associated with that program. Determining the amount of
money spent on at-risk students is not as simple. Often, these students are
indistinguishable in the classroom from students above 185% of the federal poverty line.
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Thus, measuring the amount of money spent directly on at-risk students using current
definitions of "at-risk" is, in all likelihood, impossible. One way to give an indication as
to how much money ts effectively spent on at-risk students may be to measure the
percentage of at-risk students that graduate or achieve a "proficient" score on state tests.
Benchmarks for a percentage of at-risk students graduating and accruing proficient state
test scores could be included in the series of standards that determines a school’s level of
accreditation.

Another more effective way of guaranteeing struggling students receive the
money intended for them from the state is by changing the definition of "at-risk." Before
the modern high-stakes testing movement, identifying students as "at-risk" by a simple
measure of poverty was as effective as any other measure. Today, test results allow for a
much more tailored education system for each individual student's needs. MDE's

definition of "at-risk" has not kept pace with this new era of public education. MDE
should change the definition of "at-risk" students from one based on poverty to a measure

based on an index of test scores, disciplinary problems, and attendance. Following that
change, a school's expenditures on at-risk students could be measured in a way described
in the preceding paragraph or can be a measure of finances spent on a program designed
for at-risk student needs. Currently many districts claim at-risk funds are spent on a
variety of programs and salaries (such as on assistant teaching salaries). Ideally, MDE
should designate a list of research-backed programs acceptable for the use of at-risk
student funds. Incorporating this new definition of "at-risk" and the programs allowable
for the use of these funds can also limit the growth of MAEP. Some districts in
Mississippi are totally comprised of "at-risk" students. By changing the definition of at-
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risk, MDE can more effectively target the students who are in need of supplemental
education services. An additional benefit comes from the abolition of the forms designed
to identify "at-risk" students. Each year, every student in a Mississippi public school is
asked to complete a form describing their family's income. The form is then used to
determine eligibility for the free-lunch program and, by association, whether or not a
student is at-risk. There is no bureaucratic structure in place to determine if parents are
truthful when completing these forms, because such a structure would likely be very
costly and intrusive. Changing the definition of at-risk eliminates the need for such a

form. “Y
The most important reform that must accompany the emphasis on instructional
costs and perhaps the most important reform listed here is an overhaul of the way MDE
identifies which costs are "instructional." The National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES) uses a series of "function codes" to help schools, districts, and states identify

how funds are being spent. NCES function codes 1000-1999 are identified by NCES as
"instructional costs." MDE ignores these standards and includes many function codes

above 2000 in their calculation of "instructional costs." For example, "educational
media services" (function codes 2220-2229), "psychological services" (2140-2149), and
"health services" (2130-2139) are considered instructional costs by MDE but are

considered "support services" by NCES's national standards." This simple accounting
method is disingenuous and vastly inflates the perceived percentage of instructional costs
to total funds. For instance, while MDE typically cites this percentage as remaining
upwards of 65%, NCES methods would hold different findings. In 2003, if MDE used the
NCES codes of "instructional costs" only (1000-1999), then Mississippi spent just
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58.81% of total education expenditures on instruction.“ In this same year, MDE
claimed Mississippi spent 73.02% of the total cost of education on instruction.“ MDE
should adopt nationally-standardized means of accounting for "instructional costs" as

described by NCES.“
To ensure that districts are following all the standards of spending described here,
the State Auditor must recognize and enforce the standards. Lawmakers and MDE should
grant the State Auditor the authority to begin auditing school districts on their compliance
with allocating a minimum percentage of total expenditures to classroom instruction and
the intended fund amount to at-risk students. Again, the minimum amount spent on
instruction should be the percentage of the Base Student Cost dedicated to instructional
cost. If a district fails to meet these standards, lawmakers should set a limited time frame
for the district to remedy the situation. If the district fails to correct its spending practices
in the set timeframe, the Legislature should automatically consider by a vote or a hearing
the assumption of district control by MDE or consolidation of the district with another.
By mandating that districts spend money with a focus on instruction, the state can
come to some knowledge about which districts are too small to be cost efficient. With
every district, as with any business or firm, there are fixed costs to starting and

maintaining that district. If the fixed administrative costs become too high of a percentage
of total district expenditures, this can mean the students in the district could benefit from
consolidation with another district. Consolidation would reduce the percentage of the
total costs for which fixed costs account because of an increase in total number of
students under one district office. In other words, this allows the district to spend a higher
percentage of its revenue on the instruction of students and to waste less money on
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unnecessary administrators. By allowing the issue to be raised through a collaboration
between MDE and the State Auditor, significant evidence and political will can be built
to consolidate some of the districts in Mississippi that are not cost efficient.

The State Auditor should also include in his audits of district funding a measure
of every district’s compliance with a series of “best practices.” MAEP contains no
directions or requirements for how to spend money effectively. In Florida, by
comparison, a set of “Best Financial Management Practices” is maintained by examining
the practices of effective and efficient school districts. Each district is audited once every
five years to determine how many of these practices are in place.“

cei

Mississippi should

emulate this policy. MDE should construct a list of best practices by examining effective

districts in Mississippi and surrounding states. Districts should be audited for these
practices every five years. Should districts choose to ignore the “best practices,”
repercussions similar to those for unaccountable spending on administrative costs should
be put into place.
Another common complaint among lawmakers who refuse to fully fund MAEP
for accountability reasons is the complaint that some districts spend inappropriate

amounts of revenue on athletics. In 2003, Mississippi public schools spent
$39,915,409.01 on athletics.“ Currently, the cost of athletics is coded with the function
1910 and is considered a part of instructional costs. MDE should require districts to
separate the cost of school athletics from all other costs and give athletic program costs

its own spending category, similar to the categories of instructional or administrative
costs. This athletics category should include all of the non-capital outlay (costs of
constructing buildings, etc.) costs of athletics, including salary supplements for coaches.
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Just as districts should be required to spend a certain percentage (at minimum) of their
revenue on instruction, districts should only be allowed to spend a maximum percentage
of their revenue on athletics. Ifa district cannot meet this standard, it should be given a
set timeframe to remedy the problem. If the problem is not remedied, then the district
should be subject to state take-over by MDE.
Though requiring districts to spend a certain percentage of their funds on
instruction has been covered, the means for determining that percentage has not.
Currently, MAEP determines the amount of the Base Student Cost spent on instruction
simply by averaging the amount spent on instruction in a group of representative districts.
What if many of these districts themselves are inefficient? Efforts should be made to
encourage all districts to be efficient stewards of revenue, which increases the likelihood
that the representative districts are efficient. A recent policy movement sweeping the
United States called the “65% Solution” seeks to pass a bill in every state requiring 65%
of the revenue spent on education to be spent “in the classroom.” First Class Education,
the lobbying organization behind “65%,” cites 65% as an ideal benchmark for efficiency
because various states with vast cultural, economic, and demographic differences have

proven an ability to meet the 65% standard.°"" First, lawmakers should provide financial
incentives to districts already meeting the 65% standard or moving at a rate of 2% per
year closer to spending 65% of their total revenue on instruction (using nationallystandardized accounting methods for "instruction" costs). Second, after five years, MDE

should ensure that at least 65% of the Base Student Cost each year is spent on instruction.
If less than 65% is spent on instruction, MDE should inflate the amount spent on
instruction or deflate the amount spent on other costs when calculating the Base Student
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Cost until the 65% benchmark is reached. Again, it should be noted that a previous
recommendation listed here requires districts to spend the same percentage of their funds
on instruction as the percentage of the Base Student Cost that is dedicated to instruction.

By mandating that 65% of the Base Student Cost is spent on instruction, MDE in effect
requires that districts spend 65% of their total costs on instruction.
With such technical talk of ways to make districts more accountable and efficient
in their spending practices, it is easy to overlook why efficiency is important. First,
efficiency is important to maintain the legality of Mississippi’s funding mechanism
before the courts. It is not atypical for school finance scholars to consider “efficiency” a
part of “adequacy."® Second, there is a strong correlation between efficient spending and
student performance on tests. First Class Education found that if one ranks “all fifty states

by standardized test scores... you’ll find the top five states place the highest percentage
{of total funding] in the classroom — averaging 64.12%. The bottom five states for test
scores place the lowest percentage in the classroom — averaging 59.46%. Research by
Colorado’s Independence Institute shows the percentage of dollars reaching the
classroom has five times greater correlation (49% correlation) with increased test scores
than simply spending more money (10% correlation).

oCC1V

Two other problems of accountability are present in MAEP calculations:

attendance and transportation. ADA, the foundation of MAEP, is calculated based on an
average over time of the number of students that a school designates as "in attendance."
Mississippi holds no standardized means of determining when a student is "in
attendance," and many school districts themselves hold no standard calculation methods.

* See Martin Carnoy’s definition of an “adequate” education in Defining Equity and Adequacy of Chapter

3.
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Common methods include classifying a student as "in attendance" by counting the
number of students in first period, calculating the number of students attending a set
percentage of their classes (e.g. students "in attendance" are students attending 60% of
their classes in school A), or counting the number of students that attended any class at
any point during a school day. Schools that have a rigorous standard for "attendance"

have lower ADAs than would be possible if lax methods were used. MDE should adopt a
standard, rigorous method of defining "in attendance" to ensure students come to school,
stay in class, and schools are treated fairly. MDE should define students "in attendance"

as the students attending at least 60% of their classes on a given school day.*”
Transportation costs are determined by MDE using reports provided by districts.
Currently, these reports are not standardized. While some districts calculate "transported"
students (the average number of students riding school transportation) other districts
report "transportable" students (students capable of being transported by school

transportation). MDE should build a standard form that districts must complete to gather
transportation data. This form should require districts to measure "transported" students
by counting attendance on school buses in a way similar to counting student attendance in

a particular class period. This measure would guarantee districts are treated fairly when

transportation funds are allocated and would ensure a more efficient busing system."
A fourth problem for MAEP is the question regarding its sustainability. In 20022003, MAEP calculations requested $1,605,781,877 of the Legislature. In 2006-2007,

MAEP calculations requested $2, 139,211,904, an increase in four years of 33.2%.°"
Between July 2002 and June 2006 the CPI for the Southeast United States increased by

13.1%." Also, between 2002 and 2006 state government tax collections in Mississippi
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increased from $4,728,905 to $5,989,603,
just 26.7%.°

In short, MAEP needs outpaced

both inflation and the growth of state tax collections. The sustainability problem for
MAEP may have been remedied by the 2006 measure that provided a measure of
inflation in its calculation, but this remains to be seen. Moreover, the cost of an adequate

education is determined in MAEP calculations by averaging the cost of several
representative districts. No structures are in place in the formula to prevent each district
from requesting increasing state allocations year after year. This situation is particularly
disconcerting in light of the lack of funding efficiency and accountability, because
districts could conceivably request funds they do not need. If left unchecked, MAEP
needs could continue to increase until state coffers are completely unable to finance that
need. Should that situation occur, lawmakers may be tempted to set aside the formula as

an inappropriate means of funding schools, or, even worse, begin to ignore education
funding as a whole to hide an embarrassing inability to fund a government responsibility.
Aside from the measures to encourage efficient spending that have already been covered,
MDE should examine the sustainability of MAEP once every five years to review any
potential formula changes that keep growth of MAEP needs to a minimum. Also,
lawmakers should immediately consider consolidating some districts to save money. For

example, Bolivar County contains six different school districts within its borders. Forrest
Thigpen of the Mississippi Center for Public Policy articulates the problems of an
excessive number of school districts by focusing his lens on Bolivar County:

“The Cleveland district has almost half the 7,000 public school students in the county.
West Bolivar in Rosedale serves about 1,100; North Bolivar in Shelby serves about 900,
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and Shaw and Mound Bayou each have about 700 students. Those are all small districts -

only 18 of the 149 districts in Mississippi have fewer than 1,000 students - but Benoit,
with fewer than 300 students, deserves special mention. It is the second-smallest district
in the state, and it has fewer students than 85% of the individual schools in the state. It

spends more than $10,000 per student, which is third-highest in the state, and yet it

spends a lower percentage (48%) of those funds on instruction than any other district
except three.

29CCX

Not surprisingly, Benoit District's only school is a Level II school ("under-

performing").
Finally, the fifth problem of MAEP listed here is the inattention to intradistrict
funding disparities. Intradistrict disparity refers to differences, be they in funding or in
services delivered, among schools in the same district. Because funds provided to school
districts are discretionary, district superintendents can provide less to one school than

MAEP calculations intend for them. Though this circumstance is unlikely in a well-run
school district, precautions should be taken to avoid intradistrict disparities. In districts
with elected superintendents, for example, it may be politically advantageous to provide

schools in rich areas with disproportionately high levels of funding. This can bring favor
with wealthy parents capable of donating to a political campaign and simultaneously hurt
students in poor areas.
Two measures can work to remedy this problem. First, MDE calculates a district’s
ALI by averaging the ALI of every school within a district. This method can allow
districts to hide underperforming students. For instance, suppose a hypothetical district
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contained two schools, one with an ALI of 300 and one with an ALI of 500. Under the
current method, the district’s ALI would be the average ALI of these two schools (400).
This method is disingenuous. Suppose, again, that in this district 300 students attend the
school with an ALI of 300 (school A) and 100 students attend the school with an ALI
with 500 (school B). In this case, the current method yields a district ALI (400) that is
inordinately high because more students are receiving services in the school with an ALI
of 300. By only averaging the ALI of the schools, underperforming students can be
hidden in poor schools and the true effects of intradistrict disparities can go unnoticed.
MDE should alter its calculation of district level ALI. The number of students in a school
(ADA) should be multiplied by the school’s ALI. This product for every school in a
district should be summed. Lastly, this sum should be divided by the total number of
students in the district. For example, in the hypothetical district above, the number of
students in school A (300) would be multiplied by the school’s ALI (300) to yield
90,000. The 100 students of school B would be multiplied by its ALI (500) to yield
50,000. Together, these products equal 140,000. When 140,000 is divided by the total
number of students in the district (400), the new district ALI is found to be 350, a number

more representative of the actual student performance of the district than what the current
MDE method produces.
A second way to mitigate intradistrict disparities in funding is by requiring the
funds that MAEP calculations intend for each school are actually delivered to that school.
This measure can be done in a way similar to requiring districts to spend a certain
percentage of their total funds on instruction. The State Auditor would again enforce this
requirement with an audit for every district.
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Both of these measures are important for two distinct reasons. The second

measure is needed to ensure elected superintendents do not favor some schools with
excess funds. The reasons for a superintendent doing so have already been outlined.
There is a second way in which superintendents can favor schools, though, that is

remedied by the first solution. To improve schools in areas that are likely to donate to his
or her political campaign, a superintendent may assign the best administrators and

teachers to favored schools. The new method of calculating district ALI works to give a
better representation of student performance in district, making it more difficult to favor
schools with better personnel and hide the effects of an underperforming school.
The various solutions outlined heretofore face one common problem to their
implementation: greater control by the state over school districts is required. Many times,
usurping local control over education is met with apprehension in the United States.

Policymakers should justify the increased intrusion of the state into the affairs of districts
by citing its necessity. Many districts are failing students, and drastic measures must
sometimes be taken to end the cycle of poverty that exists in some places in Mississippi.
In addition, the state has a governmental right to exert greater control over localities.

Since 1953, state government has financed increasing percentages of the total amount
spent on education in Mississippi. With greater funding responsibility comes greater
responsibility to ensure those funds are spent properly. MDE has failed to maintain a
vigorous bureaucracy that finds how funds are spent, reports those expenditures with
national standards, and ensures funds are spent properly.
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Conclusion

Education is the foremost means
by which the United States guarantee
s the
American dream: that every man and
woman will have the opportunity to achi
eve as
much as their abilities will allow. This noti
on is intrinsically tied to the fundamental
responsibilities of American government.
In Mississippi and in every other state, the
commitment of the electorate to the Americ
an dream can be measured by its commitmen
t
to public education and public education fund
ing. For a state with a varied history of
respect toward equality of opportunity and a past
filled with economic duress, much must
be done to conquer what Faulkner called the “weigh
t of history.” Mississippi’s current
public K-12 education funding formula stands as a symbol
of the long road to equality
that the state has taken. To maintain momentum toward prog
ress, though, policymakers

must now turn an eye not only to spending more money on education but
also to how that
Money is spent. Mississippi, with its small tax base, can afford no less. With a shar
p
analytical approach to these concerns, Mississippi can fulfill its duty to its citizenr toda
y
y
and those who will inherit the state in the future
.
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